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MALIBU MEDIA, LLC
vs.
ROBERT DARE

REPORT ON THE PROBABILITY THAT TWO AMERICANS LIVE NEXT TO EACH
OTHER AND BOTH USE BITTORENT AND THE BITTORENT CLIENT
TRANSMISSION

of Dr. Dan Sarel

October 28, 2015
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UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT
FOR THE SOUTHERN DISTRICT OF FLORIDA

MALIBU MEDIA, LLC,

CASE NO. 0:14-cv-61957

Plaintiff,
v.
ROBERT DARE,
Defendant.

DECLARATION OF DR. DAN SAREL
I, DR. DAN SAREL, DO HEREBY DECLARE:
1.

I am over the age of eighteen (18) and otherwise competent to make this

declaration.
2.

Unless otherwise indicated, I have personal knowledge of the facts stated herein.
BACKGROUND & QUALIFICATIONS

3.

I am a tenured associate professor of marketing in the School of Business at the

University of Miami and an active marketing consultant specializing in statistical analysis,
communication strategies and marketing research. I have provided survey and marketing expert
testimony in legal cases involving statistical analysis in numerous intellectual property disputes.
I have served as an expert witness for plaintiffs and defendants. I have been accepted as an
expert both in Federal and State courts. No report nor any testimony that I have provided has
ever been excluded on the basis that I am not an expert on surveys or statistics.
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4.

I hold a BA in Economics (1972) and MBA (1974) from the Hebrew University.

In 1978, I received a Doctorate in Business from Harvard University. For over 35 years I have
been involved in the marketing and marketing research fields as an academic researcher,
educator, consultant and research practitioner.
5.

In my business experience, academic research, and consulting activities I have

designed, conducted, analyzed and been responsible for hundreds of marketing and survey
studies. My training and experience includes significant work involving surveys and statistical
analyses.
6.

As an academic researcher, I have published many articles in the leading

academic publications. My writings have appeared in the Journal of Marketing, Journal of the
Academy of Marketing Science, California Management Review, Journal of Services Marketing,
Journal of Advertising, Journalism Quarterly, the Economist Travel and Tourism Analyst,
International Journal of Business Logistics, Journal of Financial Services Marketing, Journal of
Health Care Marketing, Journal of Personal Selling and Sales Management, Intellectual Property
& Technology Law Journal, the Trademark Reporter, American Business Law Journal and other
publications. I serve on the editorial board of the Journal of Financial Services Marketing and am
the Co-Editor of the special issue on Customer Relationship Management in Banking.
7.

I have testified in the following cases within the four previous years:
a.

Walrus Brands, LLC v. Peaches Uniforms, Inc., case no. 1:12-cv-04892

(N.D. Ill. 2015);
b.

Wreal, LLC v. Amazon.com, Inc., case no. 1:14-cv-21385 (S.D. Fl. 2014);

c.

ADT LLC v. Alarm Protection Technology Florida, LLC et al., case no.

9:12-cv-80898 (S.D. Fl. 2013);
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d.

American Pro International, Corp. et al v. American DJ Supply, Inc., case

no. 1:2013-cv-22093 (S.D. Fl. 2013);
e.

Innovation Ventures, LLC, d/b/a Living Essentials v. NVE, Inc., case no.

08-11867 (E.D. Mich. 2012-2015); and
f.

Palm Bay International, Inc. v. Cork Alliance, Inc. et al, case no. 1:10-cv-

23464 (S.D. Fl. 2011).
8.

A copy of my Curriculum Vitae, which includes a list of my publications, is

attached as Exhibit A.
9.

A list of materials I considered and relied upon is attached as Exhibit B.

10.

I have no financial interest in the outcome of this litigation.

11.

I charged a flat fee of $2,500 for this report and to date have not received any

other compensation in this matter.
SCOPE OF ASSIGNMENT & OBJECTIVES
12.

I was retained by Malibu Media, LLC to provide an expert opinion on the

statistical issues discussed herein.
13.

As background to provide this report, Plaintiff’s counsel advised me that the

evidence proves: (a) the infringement was committed by someone using Defendant’s IP Address;
(b) the infringer used the BitTorrent client called “Transmission;” (c) Defendant admits to being
a BitTorrent user; (d) Defendant admits to using the BitTorrent client called “Transmission;” and
(e) that in order to use BitTorrent a person must have: (1) a computer device so that the person
can either transmit or receive computer files; and (2) internet connection so that the person can
connect via the Internet with other people using BitTorrent.
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14.

Through this report, I rebut the opinion of Defendant’s Expert, Tom Parker, that

one of Defendant’s neighbors, or anyone within the range of his router, could have accessed
Defendant’s Internet network.
15.

Subject to the assumptions and limitations set forth below, I conclude the

probability that two Americans live next to each and both use BitTorrent and the BitTorrent
client “Transmission” is 1 out of 37,679.
16.

The surveys relied upon below to reach the conclusions set forth herein are of the

type that experts in statistical analysis and market research routinely consider and rely upon in
forming opinions.
METHOD
17.

The method for calculating the probability employed in this report is based on a

well-accepted methodology that has been used and admitted into evidence by courts for many
years.

The method often called the “Multiple Dependent Event Probability Determination

Analysis.”
18.

Using this method, the probabilities for each event must first be determined.

19.

Then, to calculate the overall probability of each and every event being met (the

“Overall Event”), the probabilities of each event occurring are multiplied together. This
calculation can be expressed by the following formula:
P(total) = P1 * P2 * P3
where P(total) equals the overall probability that each and every one of the events 1, 2, and 3 will
occur, and Pn is the probability associated with each event 1, 2, and 3, respectively.
ANALYSIS AND FINDING
20.

To determine the probability that a person uses BitTorrent and the BitTorrent

client “Transmission,” it is necessary to know the probability of each event.
5
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21.

In order to determine the probability that a person has video files stored on their

computer (and therefore, may be a BitTorrent user), I reviewed Copyright Infringement and
Enforcement in the US, which was published in 2011 by the American Assembly, a public policy
institute at Columbia University, and is attached hereto as Exhibit C.
22.

The American Assembly conducted a survey which concluded that “only 14% of

Americans have any TV/movie files on a computer or other device.” See Exhibit C.
23.

Since storing TV or movie files on a computer device is a necessary part of using

BitTorrent to download and distribute such files, I conclude there is at most a 14% chance that a
U.S. citizen uses BitTorrent to download and distribute TV or movie files.
A. The Probability of Heavy Pirates Living Next To Each Other is 1 out of 10,000
24.

The American Assembly survey results conclude “that only 1% of Americans are

heavy pirates of TV/movie content (i.e., possess more than 100 movies or TV shows and copied
or downloaded most or all of them.)”
25.

Assuming a heavy pirate has only one next door neighbor, the probability that a

“heavy pirate” living in the U.S. also lives next to another “heavy pirate” is one out of ten
thousand (1 out of 10,000). The mathematical proof is as follows .01 x .01 = .0001.
B. The Probability of Two American BitTorrent Users Living Next To Each Other
Both Using the BitTorrent Client “Transmission” is 1 out of 37,679
26.

In order to determine the probability that a BitTorrent user was using the

BitTorrent Client “Transmission,” I relied upon a survey published by the Delft University of
Technology attached hereto as Exhibit D.
27.

By reviewing the bar graph set forth therein I determined that the survey

published by Delft University of Technology’s concludes that Transmission was used by 3.68%
of the BitTorrent users surveyed.
28.

I also calculated the percentage of Transmission downloads of all BitTorrent
6
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clients downloaded from www.download.com to ascertain the popularity of the Transmission
BitTorrent client. See Composite Exhibit E. The analysis is set forth on a spreadsheet included
in Composite Exhibit E. It shows that of the 194,737,724 BitTorrent clients downloads only
355,982 were of Transmission, i.e., .18%.
29.

The Delft University of Technology statistic of 3.68% is higher than the .18%

which I calculated from download.com statistics. Consequently, I use it in this report.
30.

Based on the foregoing, I calculated that there is approximately a one in two

hundred (1 in 200) chance that an American uses BitTorrent and the BitTorrent client
“Transmission.”

The mathematical proof is as follows: .14 x .0368 = .005152.

(i.e.,

approximately 1 out of 200)
31.

The probability of two Americans living next to each other that use BitTorrent

and the BitTorrent client “Transmission” is 1 out of 37,679). The mathematical proof is as
follows .005152 x .005152 = 0.00002654.
ASSUMPTIONS AND LIMITATIONS
32.

The probabilities reported herein assumes that the percentage of the U.S. citizens

that use the BitTorrent client Transmission is the same is as the percentage of people surveyed in
the report published by Delft University of Technology which was a global survey.
33.

The probabilities reported herein are based on surveys conducted in 2011

(percentage of BitTorrent use among American population) and 2010 (percentage of BitTorrent
users who use Transmission).
34.

This probabilities reported herein assumes that BitTorrent users only use one type

of BitTorrent client.
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STANDARDS
35.

The reported analyses, opinions, and conclusions are limited by the reported

assumptions and the limitations as set forth herein, and are my personal, impartial, and unbiased
professional analyses, opinions and conclusions.
36.

The reported analyses, opinions, and conclusions were performed using general

accepted methods of calculating statistical probabilities and conform to the standards in my
industry.
FURTHER DECLARANT SAYETH NAUGHT.
DECLARATION
PURSUANT TO 28 U.S.C. § 1746, I hereby declare under penalty of perjury that to the
best of my knowledge and understanding the foregoing is true and correct.
Executed this 28th day of October, 2015.
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Exhibit A: Dr. Sarel’s CV
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University of Miami
School of Business

Last Revised
April 10, 2015
Professor Dan Sarel

Home Telephone: (305) 251-6005
Office Phone: (305) 284-1772
10100 SW 142nd Street
Miami, FL 33176

Current Academic Rank: Associate Professor
Primary Department: Marketing
Secondary or Joint Appointments: None
Citizenship: USA

HIGER EDUCATION
Institutional:
Doctor of Business Administration - Graduate School of Business Administration
Harvard University, November, 1978
Post-Graduate Studies - Graduate School of Management
University of California at Los Angeles, 1975
Master of Business Administration - (with distinction-highest honors),
Hebrew University of Jerusalem, 1974
Bachelor of Arts - (with distinction-highest honors) in Economics
Hebrew University of Jerusalem, 1972

EXPERIENCE
Academic:
School of Business Administration, University of Miami
Associate Professor, 1983-present
School of Business Administration, University of Miami
Assistant Professor, 1981-1983
School of Business Administration, University of Connecticut
Assistant Professor, 1978-1981

School of Business Administration, Northeastern University
Instructor, 1978
10
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Harvard Business School
Research and Case Development, 1977
Jerusalem Institute of Management
Research and Course Development, 1976
Graduate School of Management, University of California at
Los Angeles, Research Assistant, 1975
Graduate School of Business Administration, Hebrew University
Research and Teaching Assistant, 1972-1974
Non-Academic:
Marketing consulting and expert testimony, 1975-present
Market Scope, Inc 1985-1990
Director
Bank of Israel
Research Assistant, 1970-1971
Israeli Defense Army, 1966-1969

PUBLICATIONS
Juried or Refereed Journal Articles and Exhibitions:
"Frequent Flyer Programs: Empirically Assessing Consumers' Reasonable Expectations"
American Business Law journal (with H. Marmorstein and A. Olazabal), Vol 5, Issue 1
(2014)
"The Effect of Consumer Surveys and Actual Confusion Evidence in Trademark
Litigation: An Empirical Assessment, Trademark Reporter (with H. Marmorstein), 99,
No. 6. , 1416-1436 (2009)
“Beyond Tax-Loss Harvesting: Maximizing Effective Returns by Accelerated
Recognition of Long-Term Gains” Journal of Taxation of Investments, (with H.
Marmorstein, J. Charnes & J. Johnson) Vol. 25, Number 1, Fall 2007, pp. 77-89.

“Customer Relationship Management in Banking: An Introduction and Strategic
Implications” Journal of Financial Services Marketing (with H. Marmorstein), Fall
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2007 Vol. 12, Number 2, November 2007 , pp. 97-101, Editorial for special issue on
CRM in Banking.
“Addressing Consumers’ Concerns about Online Security: A Conceptual and Empirical
Analysis of Bank’s Actions” Journal of Financial Services Marketing, (with H.
Marmorstein) Fall 2006, Vol. 11, pp. 99–115 .
“Tax-loss Harvesting in Quarter 1?” Journal of Taxation of Investments, (with H.
Marmorstein, J. Charnes & J. Johnson) Vol. 23, Number 2, January 2006 , pp. 152-165
“Childbirth Choice,” Marketing Health Services, (formally Journal of Healthcare
Marketing), Spring 2005, Vol. 25 Issue 1, p14-19 (lead article) (with H. Marmorstein, B.
Rodriguez and P. Barach).
“Marketing Online Banking to the Indifferent Consumer: A Longitudinal Analysis of
Banks’ Actions,” Journal of Financial Services Marketing, Vol. 8, Number 3, March
2004, 231-243 (with H. Marmorstein)
“Marketing Online Banking Services: The Voice of the Customer,” Journal of Financial
Services Marketing, Vol. 8, Number 2, December 2003, 106-118 (with H. Marmorstein)
“Unleashing the Power of Yield Management in the Internet Era,” California
Management Review,Vol. 45, Number 4, Spring 2003, (with H. Marmorstein and J.
Rossomme).
“A Strategic Orientation for E-Commerce Investments: A customer Equity Approach”,
Journal of Targeting, Measurement and Analysis for Marketing, Vol. 11, Number 2,
2002, 110-123 (with H. Marmorstein).
“Designing Confusion Surveys for Cyberspace Trademark Litigation: The Admissibility
vs. Weight Debate”, Intellectual Property & Technology Law Journal, Volume 14,
Number 9, September 2002, 12-17 (with H. Marmorstein).
"Migrating Customers to New Distribution Channels: The Role of Communication,"
Journal of Financial Services Marketing, Vol. 6, Number 3, March 2002 (with H.
Marmorstein)
“Improving the Effectiveness of Banks’ Service Guarantees: The Role of
Implementation” Journal of Financial Services Marketing, Vol. 5, Number 3, March
2001 (with H. Marmorstein)
“The Role of Service Recovery in HMO Satisfaction”, Marketing Health Services
(formerly Journal of Health Care Marketing), Lead article, Spring 1999, PP 7-15 (with
H. Marmorstein)
"Managing the Delayed Service Encounter: The Role of Employee Action and Customer
Prior Experience",Journal of Services Marketing, Vol. 12, 3, 1998, 195-208 (with H.
Marmorstein).
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Also reprinted by International Journal of Bank Marketing, Vol 17, #6 pp 286-294
"Market Expansion Strategies", Health Care Business Digest, Vol. 3, No. 2 (February
1998) (with H. Marmorstein).
"Managing The Failed Service Encounter: How Employee Actions Affect Consumer
Reponse to Delays," at the Sixth Annual AMA Frontiers in Services Conference,
Nashville, TN October
1997 (witn H. Marmorsrein).
"Identifying New Patient Prospects: Efficacy of Usage Segmentation", Journal of Health
Care Marketing (Winter 1996)(with H. Marmorstein).
"The Impact of Customer Satisfaction Based Incentive Systems on Salespeople's
Customer Service Response: An Empirical Study", Journal of Personnal Selling and
Sales Management, Vol. XV No. 3 (Summer 1995)(with A. Sharma).
"Examining the Effectiveness of Service Guarantees: The Role of Process, Specificity,
and Prior Experience", European Marketing Conference, Copenhagen May 1995 (with W.
Lassar, H. Marmorstein).
"Expanding the Market for 'Unsought' Services: The Efficacy of Usage-Based
Segmentation", at the AMA Frontiers in Services Conference, Nashville, TN October
1994 (witn H. Marmorsrein).
"An Analysis of Advertisements in the Journal of the American Academy of Dermatology
1980 & 1990", Journal of the American Academy of Dermatology, 1993(with D.J. Hogan
et. al.).
"Linking Employee Compensation to Customer Satisfaction - an Exploratory study" at the
AMA Frontiers in Services Conference, Nashville, TN October 1993 (witn A.Sharma).
"Customer and Non-Customer Perceptions of Third Party Services: Are They Similar".
The International Journal of Logistics Management, Vol. 3, No. 1, 1992, pp. 12-21.
"Service Quality and Customer Satisfaction Monitoring Systems: An exploratory
Analysis". Presented at the AMA Service Marketing Conference "Frontiers in Services",
Nashville, TN 1992.
"The Influence of Type of Advertisement, Price and Source Credibility on Perceived
Quality", Journal of the Academy of Marketing Science, Vol 20 No. 3, 1992 (with J.
Gotlieb).
"Comparative Advertising Effectiveness: The Role of Involvement and Source
Credibility" Journal of Advertising, Vol. 29 No. 1 (1991) pp. 38-45 (with J. Gotlieb).
"Perceived Quality and Consumer Satisfaction:"Effects of Price Advertisements on
Perceived-Quality of Purchase Intentions", Journal of Business Research, Vol. 22 No.3
(May 1991) pp. 195-210 (with J. Gotlieb).
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"Measuring Perceived Quality and Satisfaction: The Experience of the Cruise Line
Industry", Travel and Tourism in Transition: The Research Challenge, ESOMAR,
Dublin (May 1991) pp. 129-142.
"Cruise Industry in the USA: Matching Supply and Demand by 1990", The Economist
Travel and Tourism Analyst, August, 1986, pp. 43-52 (with J. Lewis).
"Characteristic of Radio Commercials and their Recall Effectiveness", Journal of
Marketing Vol. 50 (January 1986), pp. 52-60 (with M. Sewall).
This article is reprinted in Bellur, Berkman and Lee, Readings In Advertising, University
Publisher and Printer, Hong Kong (1986).
"Decisions to Adopt New Medical Technologies: A Case Study of Thrombolytic
Therapy", Social Science and Medicine, Vol. 21, No. 3, pp. 291-298 (with D. Becker and
L.B. Gardner).
"A Comparative Analysis of Models of Consumer Decision Under Risk", 1984 Southern
Marketing Association.
"Trends in Factual Claims in Magazine Ads: 1958, 1968, 1978", Journalism Quarterly,
Vol. 61, No. 3 (Autumn 1984) pp. 650-654, 743.
This article is reprinted in Bellur, Berkman and Lee, Readings In Advertising, University
Publisher and Printer, Hong Kong (1986).
"A Comment on a Model and Methodology for the Development of Consumer
Information Programs", Journal of Marketing, Volume 47, No. 3 (Summer, 1983), p.
103-107.
"Choosing Between Discrete Marketing Policy Alternatives Under Uncertain Market
Response Conditions", Journal of the Academy of Marketing Science, Volume 12, No. 3
(Winter, 1984), (with J. Yassour).
"Consumer (Mis) Perceptions and Usage of Certification Marks, 1972 and 1980: Did
Public Policy Have an Impact?", Journal of Marketing (Summer, 1981), (with M.V.
Laric).
This article is reprinted in Bellur, Berkman and Lee, Readings In Advertising University
Publisher and Printer, Hong Kong (1986).
"Using Cumulative Pretests Experiences to Improve the Effectiveness of Radio
Commercials" (with M. Sewell) European Society for Opinion and Marketing Research,
conference in Monte Carlo (Monaco) January 1983. Published in ESOMAR's Seminar
on Effective Advertising-Can Research Help? pp. 149-162.
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"Food Shopping Behavior in Stagflationary Times: The Experience in the U.S.A." 1983
meeting of the International Association for Research in Economic Psychology in
Bologna, Italy.
"Models of Behavioral Choice Under Risk; A Review", Proceedings of the 1982
Southern Marketing Association, November, 1982.
"Advances in Environmental Psychology - A New Perspective on Consumer Behavior",
K. Bernhardt et. al. (eds) The Changing Marketing Environment; New Theories and
Application, American Marketing Association, 1981 (Annual Educators Conference) pp.
135-138.
"Consumer Evaluation Under Uncertainly: "Comparative Analysis of the Vector and
Expected Utility Models". American Institute for Sciences proceedings of Western
Division Conference, 1981.
"Preference Modeling of Managerial Marketing Decision Making", In: D.B.
Montgomery and D.R. Wittink (eds.), Marketing and Measurement Analysis Marketing
Science Institute Report No. 80-103, 1980, pp. 378-385 (Special ORSA/TIMS
Conference on Market Measurement and Analysis), (With P. Cattin).
"An Exploratory Investigation of the Managerial Implications of `Generic' Brands", In:
R.P. Bagozzi et al (ed.). Marketing into the 80's - Changes and Challenges, American
Marketing Association, 1980, (Annual Educators Conference), (with M. Sewall).
"Product Positioning - A Reassessment", In: C.W. Lamb, Jr. and P.M. Dunne (eds.).
Theoretical Developments in Marketing, American Marketing Association, l980, pp. 116119 (Special Conference on Marketing Theory).
"Is Expected Utility a Descriptive Model of Consumer Decision Making Under
Uncertainty?" In: H.S. Gitlow and E.W. Wheatley (eds.) Developments in Marketing
Science, 1979, pp. 33- 37 (Annual Conference, Academy of Marketing Science).
"Meeting the Competitive Challenge: A Search for New Strategies in Xerox", presented
in the 1979 National Intercollegiate Case Clearing House (No. 9-580-672), (with M.V.
Laric).

Monographs Published:
Consumer Evaluation Strategies", Working Paper, HBS 78-17, School of Business
Administration, Harvard University (1978).
D.B.A. - An Investigation of the Effect of Risky Attributes on Consumer Evaluation
Strategies. Chairman, Professor David J. Reibstein (Boston, 1978)
M.B.A. - Consumer Store Loyalty - An Analysis in the Shoe and Furniture Industries.
Supervisor, Professor Arieh Goldman (Jerusalem, 1974)
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Book Reviews:
Book review for Business Publications, Inc. Kent Publishing Company, Prentice Hall,
and others.

Other Works, Publications and Abstracts:
"What do Purchasers Really Want - Understanding Needs of Decision-Making
Processes", Annual Meeting of Seatrade, Miami, Florida 1988.
"The Yacht-like Cruise Market", Annual Meeting of Seatrade, Miami, Florida 1987.
"A Comparative Analysis of Models of Consumer Decision Under Risk", University of
Connecticut Working Paper, 1981.
"Consumers Perception and Use of Composite Information Measures-Empirical Findings
and Policy Implications", Annual meeting of the European Economic Psychologists,
Leuven Brussles, 1980.
"Modeling Marketing Managers' Decisions", University of Connecticut Working Paper,
1979, (with P. Cattin).
"Comments on Perceived Risk and Composition Models for Multi-Attribute Decisions",
University of Connecticut Working Paper, 1979.
"Meeting the Competitive Challenge: A Search for New Strategies in Xerox", presented
in the 1979 National Conference of A.I.D.S. and distributed as a case by the
Intercollegiate Case Clearing House (#9-580-672), (with M.V. Laric).
"Witco Chemical LTD (Israel) - A case developed for the Jerusalem Institute of
Management. (1977).
"Iscar LTD (Israel)" - A case developed for the Jerusalem Institute of Management
(1977).
"Envirodata" - A case developed at the Harvard Business School and distributed by the
Intercollegiate case Clearing House (1977).

PROFESSIONAL
Funded Research Performed:
Co-principal investigator in: “Study on Quality Indicators for Consumers’ Use in
Selecting Hospitals and Establishment of a Safety Authority”. Sponsoring Agency:
16
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Agency for Health Care Administration, State of Florida (grant size: $949,997.81), 20032004.
Marketing Science Institute: A grant for exploratory study on generic products (with
Murphy A. Sewall), 1979.
University of Connecticut Research Foundation Award, 1979. "A Longitudinal Analysis
of Communication Strategies in the Print Media".
"Characteristics Leading to Significant Differences in Recall Rates for Radio
Commercials", sponsored by Radio Recall Research, Holmdel, New Jersey.

Editorial Boards:
Journal of Financial Services Marketing
Reviewer/Discussant:
Reviewed papers for the Journal of Advertising, Journal of the Academy of Marketing
Science, Journal of Financial Services Marketing, American Marketing Association,
American Academy of Advertising, Southern Marketing Science.

Professional and Honorary Organizations:
American Marketing Association, 1978 to present
Association of Consumer Research, 1979 to 1985
American Institute of Decision Sciences, 1978 to 1985
European Economic Psychologists, 1980 to 1990
Travel Research Association, 1977 to 1992
American Academy of Marketing Science, 1978 to present
International Trademark Association, 2013 to present

Honors and Awards:
Outstanding Young Man of America - 1980
Hyman J. Shaber Fellowship - 1976/77
17
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Graduate School of Business Administration, Harvard University Annual Fellowships 1975/76, 1976/77, 1977/78
University of California at Los Angeles - International Students Exchange Fellowship 1975
Graduate School of Business Administration, Hebrew University, Annual Fellowships 1972/73, 1973/74
Faculty of Social Sciences, Hebrew University Annual Scholarships and Special Awards
- 1970/71, 1971/72, 1972/73

Other Professional Activities (e.g., papers presented; performances; conference
proceedings, seminar or conference panel member, catalogue work, etc.):
Multiple professional presentations and seminars

TEACHING
Teaching Specialization (courses taught):
Graduate and EMBA courses:
Services Marketing, Marketing Management, eCommerce and Internet Marketing,
Advertising & Promotion management, Market research, Consumer Behavior,
Healthcare Marketing.

Thesis and Dissertation Advising:
Multiple thesis and dissertation advising for students in SBA, school of communications
and others
Executive MBA Graduate Thesis Advising, University of Miami, 1983 - 1990.
Graduate Thesis advising University of Connecticut, 1979 - 1981.
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SERVICE
University Committees and Administrative Responsibilities:
University of Miami:
University Level

Graduate School Member
Accreditation Review Committee Member
Technical Support Committee Member
Survey Research Committee
School of Business Level
School Council Member 1982 - 1986, 1996 -present
Tenure Committees 2002 – present
Health Sector Management Faculty member 1995-present
Graduate Curriculum Review Task Force 2007- 2009
Gold Fund Member 1986 - 1995
Ph.D. Committee member 1986 - 1990
eCommerce concentration - leader
Faculty Advisory Committee 1990 - present
Master of Science in Quality Planning Committee 1991 - present
MBA Enhancement Committee 1991 - 1992
Department of Marketing Recruiting Committee Member
Advertising Major Committee Member
University of Connecticut Committee Work
Bowater Prize in Marketing - Chairperson
Marketing Internship - Chairperson
Undergraduate Curriculum and Courses - Member
Marketing Research Forum - Member

Community Activities:
SoFIE Awards – Judge
Presentations before multiple professional and civic organizations
Expert witness on marketing, communication and trademark issues
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Dr. Dan Sarel - Representative List of Legal Cases
Case: WALRUS BRANDS, LLC v. PEACHES UNIFORMS, INC. (2012-2015)
Law Firm (Plaintiff): Lipscomb, Eisenberg & Baker, PL (Miami, FL)
Lead attorney: M. Keith Lipscomb
Work performed: Conducted Likelihood of Confusion study
Case: WREAL, LLC v. AMAZON.COM INC (2014-2015)
Law Firm (Defendant): Susman Godfrey L.L.P (Seattle, WA)
Lead attorney: Drew Hansen, Esq.,
Work performed: Conducted Likelihood of Confusion study
Case: AMERICAN PRO INTERNATIONAL v. AMERICAN DJ SUPPLY INC. (2014)
Law Firm (Defendant): McQueen & Ashman L.L.P (Irvine, CA), Sherman & Zarrabian (Santa
Monica, CA)
Lead attorney: James McQueen, Esq.,
Work performed: Conducted Likelihood of Confusion study
Case: ADT LLC v. APT (Alarm Protection Technology) (2013-2015)
Law Firm (Plaintiff): Gunster, P.A. (Ft. Lauderdale, FL)
Lead attorney: Michael Marcil, Esq.,
Work performed: Conducted Likelihood of Confusion study, wrote a rebuttal report of other
expert report
Case: Kanner & Pintagula, P.A. v. The M Network (2013)
Law Firm (Plaintiff): Cole, Scott & Kissane, P.A. (West Palm Beach, FL)
Lead attorney: Ryan Fogg, Esq.,
Work performed: Expert analysis, evaluated and testified about advertising & marketing issues,
likely effects of “defective” advertising
Case: Living Essentials (5 Hour Energy) v. N.V.E Pharmaceuticals (6 Hour Power) (2012-2015)
Law Firm (Plaintiff): Brooks Kushman (Southfield, MI)
Lead attorney: Thomas W. Cunningham, Esq.,
Work performed: Conducted Likelihood of Confusion replication study
Case: Palm Bay International, Inc.(Cavit wines) v. Cork Alliance, Inc. (Cavia wines), (2011)
Law Firm (Plaintiff): Grimes & Batersby (Norwalk, CT)
Lead attorney: Charles W. Grimes, Esq.,
Work performed: Expert analysis, Conducted Likelihood of Confusion study, Developed
rebuttal report of other expert report
Case: Living Essentials (5 Hour Energy) v. Bhelliom Enterprise Corp. (8 Hour energy), (2011)
Law Firm (Plaintiff): Brooks Kushman (Southfield, MI)
Lead attorney: Thomas W. Cunningham, Esq.,
Work performed: Expert analysis, Developed Likelihood of Confusion report
Case: Living Essentials (5 Hour Energy) v. N2G DISTRIBUTING, INC. (6 Hour Energy),
(2010)
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Law Firm (Plaintiff): Brooks Kushman (Southfield, MI)
Lead attorney: Marc Lorelli, Esq.,
Work performed: Expert analysis of defendant survey
Case: Living Essentials (5 Hour Energy) v. N2G Distributing, Inc. (2010)
Law Firm (Plaintiff): Brooks Kushman (Southfield, MI)
Lead attorney: Marc Lorelli, Esq.,
Work performed: Expert analysis and rebuttal report of defendant Likelihood of Confusion
survey
Case: Living Essentials (5 Hour Energy) v. N.V.E Pharmaceuticals (6 Hour Power) (2009-2010)
Law Firm (Plaintiff): Brooks Kushman (Southfield, MI)
Lead attorney: Marc Lorelli, Esq.,
Work performed: Conducted Likelihood of Confusion surveys, Developed expert and rebuttal
reports
Case: Living Essentials (5 Hour Energy) v. BDI Marketing (6 Hour energy), (2009)
Law Firm (Plaintiff): Brooks Kushman (Southfield, MI)
Lead attorney: Thomas W. Cunningham, Esq.,
Work performed: Conducted Likelihood of Confusion survey
Case: KMEDIA - VIVOPHONE v. VONAGE (2008)
Law Firm (Plaintiff): Brooks Kushman (Southfield, MI)
Lead attorney: Mark Cantor, Esq.,
Work performed: Conducted Likelihood of Confusion survey
Case: Pearl Artist & Craft Supply v. Spector and Sons (2007-2008)
Law Firm (Plaintiff): Kluger, Peretz, Kaplan & Berlin (Miami, FL)
Lead attorney: Steve I. Silverman, Esq.,
Work performed: Expert analysis of defendant survey
Case: L.P.I. Consumer Products v. Eveready Battery Company (2007)
Law Firm (Defendant): Malloy & Malloy (Miami, FL)
Lead attorney: John C. Malloy III, Esq.,
Work performed: Conducted studies to determine Likelihood of Confusion & Generic v.
Descriptive nature of the mark
Case: Assist 2 Sell v. First 2 Sell (2006)
Law Firm (Plaintiff): Genovese, Joblove & Battista (Miami, FL)
Lead attorney: Michael Joblove, Esq.,
Work performed: Expert analysis
Case: Home Depot v. Sunshine Ace Harware (2005)
Law Firm (Defendant): Niro, Scavone, Haller & Niro (Chicago, IL)
Lead attorney: Paul K. Vickrey, Esq.,
Work performed: Expert analysis of plaintiff’s Likelihood of Confusion survey
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Case: ABC Liquors v. ABC Discount Beverage (2004-2006)
Law Firm (Plaintiff): Kluger, Peretz, Kaplan & Berlin (Miami, FL)
Lead Attorney: Steven I. Peretz, Esq.
Work performed: Conducted Likelihood of Confusion study
Case: Doral Golf Resort & Spa (KSL Hotel Corp.) v. Intercontinental Doral (2003)
Law Firm (Plaintiff): Boies, Schiller & Flexner (Miami, FL)
Lead Attorney: Lawrence Ashe, Esq.
Work performed: Conducted Likelihood of Confusion studies & Secondary Meaning Study
Case: Panciera Memorial Home v. Scarano Service (2002)
Law Firm (Plaintiff): Wilson, Elser, Moskowitz, (Miami, FL)
Lead Attorney: Daniel Schwartz Esq.
Work performed: Expert testimony on strength of mark and advertising issues
Case: Ocean Drive Magazine v. Ocean Drive Fashion (2001)
Law Firm (Plaintiff): Richard Ross (Miami, FL)
Lead Attorney: Richard Ross. Esq.
Work performed: Expert analysis of defendant’s Likelihood of Confusion survey
Case: Sun Microsystems v. Sun Coast Media (1998)
Law Firm (Defendant): Holland & Knight (Tampa & Orlando, FL)
Lead Attorney: David Barlow, Esq.
Work performed: Conducted Likelihood of Confusion studies
Case: Monkey Bar (NY) v. Monkey Bar & Grill (1998)
Law Firm (Defendant): Richard Mariani (Palm Beach, FL)
Lead Attorney: Richard Mariani Esq.
Work performed: Conducted Likelihood of Confusion study
Case: Bongos Jeans v. Bongos Cuban Café (1997)
Law Firm (Defendant): Holland & Knight (Miami, FL)
Lead Attorney: Willfredo Rodríguez, Esq.
Work performed: Conducted Likelihood of Confusion study
Case: Kraft General Foods v. Lester Rosenblum (1995)
Law Firm (Defendant): Holland & Knight (Miami, FL)
Lead Attorney: Jon Stage, Esq.
Work performed: Expert opinion on trade dress and channel of distribution issues
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Exhibit B: Materials Considered and Relied Upon
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I considered and relied upon the following materials in forming my opinions set
forth in this report:
1. The Expert Report of Thomas Parker, dated September 11, 2015;
2. Copyright Infringement and Enforcement in the U.S., A Research Note, November 2011, The
American Assembly, Columbia University, attached hereto as Exhibit C;
3. Swarm Discovery in Tribler using 2-Hop TorrentSmell, Raynor Vliegendhart, Delft
University of Technology, June 2010, attached hereto as Exhibit D;
4. Spreadsheet setting forth analysis of BitTorrent client downloads on Download.com,
included in Composite Exhibit E; and
5. PDF printouts of the search results for the search query “BitTorrent Client” on
Download.com, included in Composite Exhibit E.
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Copyright Infringement and
Enforcement in the US
A Research Note, November 2011

The U.S. House of Representatives is currently debating the Stop Online
Piracy Act (SOPA)—the counterpart to the Senate’s PROTECT IP Act. If
passed, the bill will expand criminal penalties for copyright infringement
and give the government (and private parties) new powers to block
access to websites accused of facilitating infringement.

3 What People Say They Do

The bill is the latest in a series of efforts to strengthen copyright
enforcement online. Search engines, social networking platforms, cloud
storage providers, universities, and other institutions are all under
pressure to monitor and filter Internet activity. Earlier this year, Internet
Service Providers and the film and record industries reached an
agreement to expand the private policing of online infringement.

6 What are Appropriate
Penalties for
Infringement?

5 What People Say They
Should be Able to Do

8 Should Intermediaries
Block Infringing Material?

This research note is an effort to bring American public opinion to bear
on this vital conversation. The note excerpts a forthcoming survey-based
study called Copy Culture in the U.S. and Germany. Drawing on results
from the U.S. portion of the survey, it explores what Americans do with
digital media, what they want to do, and how they reconcile their
attitudes and values with different policies and proposals to enforce
copyright online.
The Copy Culture survey was sponsored by The American Assembly, with
support from a research award from Google. The content of the survey
and its findings are solely the responsibility of the researchers. The U.S.
survey was conducted by Princeton Survey Research Associates
International. The results are based on interviews on landline and cellular
telephones conducted in English with 2,303 adults age 18 or older living
in the continental United States from August 1-31, 2011. For results
based on the entire sample, the margin of error is plus or minus 2
percentage points.
Full results and data will be available in early 2012. For more information
on this and related work, see:
http://piracy.ssrc.org
http://americanassembly.org

Joe Karaganis
The American Assembly
jk2991@columbia.edu
212 870 3500
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COPYRIGHT INFRINGEMENT AND ENFORCEMENT IN THE US

Preliminary Conclusions
·

“PIRACY” IS COMMON. SOME 46% OF ADULTS HAVE BOUGHT, COPIED, OR DOWNLOADED UNAUTHORIZED MUSIC, TV
SHOWS OR MOVIES. THESE PRACTICES CORRELATE STRONGLY WITH YOUTH AND MODERATELY WITH HIGHER INCOMES.
AMONG 18-29 YEAR OLDS, 70% HAVE ACQUIRED MUSIC OR VIDEO FILES THIS WAY.

·

LARGE-SCALE DIGITAL PIRACY IS RARE, LIMITED TO 2% OF ADULTS FOR MUSIC (>1000 MUSIC FILES IN COLLECTION AND
MOST OR ALL COPIED OR DOWNLOADED FOR FREE) AND 1% FOR FILM (>100 FILES, MOST OR ALL FROM COPYING OR
DOWNLOADING).

·

LEGAL MEDIA SERVICES CAN DISPLACE PIRACY. OF THE 30% OF AMERICANS WHO HAVE ‘PIRATED’ DIGITAL MUSIC FILES,
46% INDICATED THAT THEY NOW DO SO LESS BECAUSE OF THE EMERGENCE OF LOW-COST LEGAL STREAMING SERVICES.
AMONG TV/MOVIE PIRATES, 40%.

·

COPYRIGHT INFRINGEMENT AMONG FAMILY AND FRIENDS IS WIDELY ACCEPTED (75% AND 56%, RESPECTIVELY, FOR
MUSIC; 70% AND 54% FOR FILM). IN CONTRAST, ACTIVITIES THAT IMPLY DISSEMINATION OF COPYRIGHTED GOODS TO
LARGER NETWORKS RECEIVE VERY LOW LEVELS OF SUPPORT.

·

ONLY A SLIM MAJORITY OF AMERICANS (52%) SUPPORT PENALTIES FOR DOWNLOADING COPYRIGHTED MUSIC AND
MOVIES—AND LIMIT THIS SUPPORT TO WARNINGS AND FINES. OTHER PENALTIES, SUCH AS BANDWIDTH THROTTLING
AND DISCONNECTION, RECEIVE MUCH LOWER LEVELS OF SUPPORT.

·

DISCONNECTION FROM THE INTERNET, IN PARTICULAR, IS VERY UNPOPULAR, WITH ONLY 16% IN FAVOR AND 72% OF
AMERICANS OPPOSED.

·

AMONG THOSE WHO SUPPORT FINES, 75% SUPPORT AMOUNTS UNDER $100 PER SONG OR MOVIE INFRINGED—
HUGELY UNDERSHOOTING THE CURRENT STATUTORY PENALTIES.

·

FOR A MAJORITY OF AMERICANS (54%), DUE PROCESS IN SUCH MATTERS REQUIRES A COURT—NOT ADJUDICATION BY
PRIVATE COMPANIES.

·

SOLID MAJORITIES OF AMERICAN INTERNET USERS OPPOSE COPYRIGHT ENFORCEMENT WHEN IT IS PERCEIVED TO
INTRUDE ON PERSONAL RIGHTS AND FREEDOMS. 69% OPPOSE MONITORING OF THEIR INTERNET ACTIVITY FOR THE
PURPOSES OF ENFORCEMENT. 57% OPPOSE BLOCKING OR FILTERING BY COMMERCIAL INTERMEDIARIES IF THOSE
MEASURES ALSO BLOCK SOME LEGAL CONTENT OR ACTIVITY.

·

COMPARABLE MAJORITIES (56%) OPPOSE GOVERNMENT INVOLVEMENT IN “BLOCKING” ACCESS TO INFRINGING
MATERIAL. THIS NUMBER INCREASES TO 64% WHEN THE TERM “CENSOR” IS USED.

·

BLOCKING AND FILTERING BY COMMERCIAL INTERMEDIARIES SUCH AS ISPS, SOCIAL MEDIA SITES, AND SEARCH ENGINES
RECEIVE MAJORITY SUPPORT—UNTIL THE QUESTIONS INCLUDE LIKELY CONSEQUENCES. MAJORITIES OF INTERNET USERS
SUPPORT REQUIREMENTS THAT ISPS AND SEARCH ENGINES “BLOCK” INFRINGING MATERIAL (58% FOR ISPS; 53% FOR
SEARCH ENGINES). THIS SUPPORT RUNS AS HIGH AS 61% FOR A SOFT REQUIREMENT THAT USER-CONTENT DRIVEN SITES
LIKE FACEBOOK “TRY TO SCREEN ALL MATERIAL AND REJECT PIRATED COPIES OF MUSIC AND VIDEOS.” BUT THIS MAJORITY
DISAPPEARS WHEN BLOCKING BY ISPS IS CHARACTERIZED AS CENSORSHIP (46% SUPPORT), FALLS FURTHER WHEN
ASSOCIATED WITH THE BLOCKING OF LEGAL CONTENT (36% SUPPORT), AND STILL FURTHER WHEN IT IMPLIES
SURVEILLANCE OF INTERNET USE (26% SUPPORT).

·

WHICH SCENARIO BEST APPROXIMATES THE STOP ONLINE PIRACY ACT? IN OUR VIEW, ISP BLOCKING THAT ALSO BLOCKS
SOME LEGAL CONTENT. IN THIS CASE, INTERNET USERS OPPOSE BLOCKING: 57% TO 36%.

2
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What People Say They Do
“Piracy” is common. Roughly 46% of American adults have bought pirated DVDs, copied files or discs from
friends or family, or downloaded music, TV shows or movies for free.* These practices correlate strongly
with youth and moderately with higher incomes.

·
·
·
·

Among those 18-29: 70% have done so.
About 40% of American adults have copied CDs, music files, or downloaded music for free. 20% have
done so for TV and movies.
Gender doesn’t matter. In most questions related to copying, men outpoll women by 2% or less.
Copying has a modest partisan divide: 24% of Republicans, 31% of independents and 35% of
Democrats have copied or downloaded music for free.

Large-scale digital piracy is rare. Roughly 2% of Americans are heavy music pirates (for our purposes,
those who have collections of more than 1,000 files and who indicated that they downloaded or copied
most or all of them.) Only 1% acquired these files primarily or exclusively through downloading.
Only 1% of Americans are heavy pirates of TV/movie content (i.e. possess more than 100 movies or TV
shows and copied or downloaded most or all of them)
TV/movie piracy remains a marginal practice on any scale. Only 14% of Americans have any TV/movie
files on a computer or other device. Only 22% of this group (3% overall) get most or all of these files from
file sharing. Among 18-29 year olds, 7% do. Only 2% of Americans possess more than 100 TV show or
movie files. Among 18-29 year olds: 4% do.
Only 3% of Americans possess very large digital music collections (over 5,000 music files). Among those
18-29, 7% do.

* Piracy has no clear definition and involves a difficult set of practices to survey. Our composite definition likely captures some noninfringing downloading as well as underreporting of copying. We treat these as minimal and countervailing.
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What People Say They Should be Able to Do
Copyright infringement among family and friends is widely accepted. Substantial majorities of
Americans say it is “reasonable” to share music files with family members (75%) and friends (56%). For
movie/TV files: 70% and 54% respectively
In contrast, dissemination of copyrighted goods through larger networks receives low levels of
support. Very few think it is reasonable to upload copies to websites where anyone can download
them (16%), post links to illegal copies on websites such as Facebook (8%) or sell illegal copies (6%).
An expansive view of what’s reasonable correlates strongly with youth. ‘Share with Friends,’ in
particular, is an elastic category that for many young people includes infringement over the Internet.

5
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What are Appropriate Penalties for Infringement?
Only a slim majority of Americans (52%) say “people should face punishment
if they download an unauthorized copy of a song or movie from a website or
file-sharing service.” 34% are opposed to penalties altogether; 7% say it
depends on the circumstances; 7% did not answer.
This support is limited to warnings and fines. Among those who support
penalties, the use of warnings (86%) and fines (87%) attracts high rates of
approval. There is much less support, however, for imposing limitations on the
speed or functionality of Internet service (47%), and little support for
disconnecting users from the Internet (26%). Jail time attracts support from
20% of this group—relevant because the (rarely-applied) criminal statute has a
low threshold that encompasses consumer-level file sharing.
Viewed in terms of the general population, support for specific penalties drops
sharply. Among all Americans, there is only narrow majority support for
warnings (51%) or fines (51%) of any kind. Support for limits on Internet speed
or functionality falls to 28%.
Disconnection, in particular, is very unpopular, with only 16% in favor and
72% of Americans opposed. Among that 16%, most (58%) would drop their
support if it meant disconnecting households rather than individuals—which it
does. Informed support for disconnection, accordingly, is under 10%.

Further, among the 16% who say that disconnection is an appropriate penalty
for downloading pirated songs or movies, 25% say that the disconnection
period should be less than one month. An additional 34% say that the
disconnection period should fall between a month and a year.
Even among those who support fines, 75% support amounts under $100 for
downloading a song or movie. “Less than $10” attracted 32% support; “$11 to
$100” attracted 43%. This contrasts sharply with U.S. copyright law, where the
statutory penalty for willful infringement runs to $150,000 per act. Fine in this
range were supported by less than 1% of Americans.
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WHO JUDGES?
Americans have relatively clear views about what constitutes due process in
such matters, and it involves courts (54%) rather than adjudication by private
companies. A majority (54%) say a court should make the determination of
whether a person is guilty or innocent of copyright infringement. Only 18%
percent say the music companies and movie studios should make that decision;
15% percent propose that Internet Service Providers play that role. (The rest
responded that “it depends on the situation” or did not answer.)
The recent “six-strikes” agreement between U.S. music and film companies and
ISPs to deter and punish infringers does not provide for judicial review.

7
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Should Intermediaries Block Infringing Material?
ISPs, search engine, video hosting and social networking companies, cloud storage
providers and other intermediaries have come under pressure to block copyright
infringement that utilizes their networks and services. Because such proposals raise
a mix of relatively new political and technical issues, public opinion on these
matters is soft—highly susceptible to word choice and the way questions are
framed. Accordingly, we tested responses to several functionally equivalent terms,
including ‘screening’ ‘blocking,’ and ‘censoring’ infringing materials. We asked
whether people support the monitoring of their Internet use—a precondition of
most filtering measures—as well as their views toward the different organizations
that would do the blocking.
Because of the relatively high degree of Internet literacy required to address this set
of questions, we posed them to home Internet users (72% of the population) or to
all Internet users (79%). We believe that the results are reflective to a large degree
of those of the wider population.
American Internet users (79%) have strong views about whether corporations or
the government should monitor their Internet use “in order to prevent copyright
infringement.” A large majority (69%) said no. 27% responded yes or sometimes.
3% did not know.
Attitudes are softer when asking whether ISPs should “block access to sites that
provide access to pirated songs and videos.” A 58% majority responded yes to this
question, with 36% opposed. When asked if the government should block access,
that majority vanishes (40% yes; 56% no).

When we use the stronger word “censor” for “block,” support drops significantly.
When asked if ISPs should censor such sites, users are split: 46% say yes; 49% say
no. When asked if the government should censor those sites, the results are
strongly negative: 33% say yes; 64% say no.
What about search engines? Should they “be required to block links to pirated
music and videos online?” Based on all American Internet users, 53% favor such a
requirement while 42% are opposed. Here, views correlate strongly with age: only
39% of 18-29 year olds support such a requirement while 59% oppose it). Those 65
and older supported it by 59% to 31%.
What about websites such as Facebook, Dropbox and others that allow links or files
to be uploaded by users? Here, we tested softer language that asked whether such
sites should “try to screen all material and try to reject pirated music and video?”
61% said yes; 32% no.
What if efforts to block infringing files and links to infringing content also result in
the blocking of some legal content (as has been the case with all large-scale efforts
to blacklist sites or filter content to date)? In this case, support for blocking
infringing materials drops sharply. Overall, 57% oppose blocking in this case; 36%
support it.
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Conclusions
Solid majorities of American Internet users
oppose copyright enforcement when it is
perceived to intrude on personal rights
and freedoms. 69% oppose monitoring of
their Internet activity for the purposes of
enforcement. 57% oppose blocking or
filtering if those measures also block some
legal content or activity.
Comparable majorities (56%) oppose
government involvement in “blocking”
access to infringing material. This number
increases to 64% when the term “censor” is
used. Government intervention in this area
is unpopular.

Privacy and
Countermeasures
(Among Internet Users, by Age)

Results are much more volatile for
commercial intermediaries such as ISPs,
social media sites, and search engines. A
majority of American Internet users
supports requirements that ISPs and search
engines “block” infringing material (58% for
ISPs; 53% for search engines). This support
runs as high as 61% for a soft requirement
that user-content-driven sites like
Facebook “try to screen all material and
reject pirated copies of music and videos.”
But that majority disappears when blocking
by ISPs is characterized as censorship (46%
support) and falls further when associated
with the blocking of legal content or
activity (36% support).
The favorable (61%) response to whether
social media and cloud storage sites should
“try to screen” and remove infringing
content is counterbalanced by the 69%
opposed to monitoring for the purpose of
preventing copyright infringement. Since
screening requires monitoring in such
contexts, these responses can be read as
reflecting a low information / high
information divide.
About 18% of Internet users deliberately
encrypt their Internet traffic. About 4%
use IP-masking tools such as TOR. This is
the leading edge of a privacy vs.
surveillance arms race.
9
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*

No

Yes

Blocking Infringement is Easy

Blocking Infringement is Messy

What explains these differences? We think they track underlying assumptions in the questions.
Questions that imply that blocking infringing material is practical and easy return relatively
positive results. Questions that imply that blocking or screening is messy—i.e. likely to sweep
in (“censor”) legal content or require surveillance of users—generate strong opposition. Given
the controversial history of efforts to blacklist infringing sites and automatically discriminate
infringing from non-infringing content, we view the latter assumption as much more realistic.

The questions
imply that:

** These questions are based either on all Internet users (79% of
all adults) or on home Internet users (72% of adults). For
those questions based on all internet users, the results were
not significantly different when the base of respondents was
limited to home internet users.
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Swarm Discovery in Tribler
using 2-Hop TorrentSmell

Raynor Vliegendhart
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Abstract
Peer-to-peer (P2P) technology allows us to create self-organising and scalable systems. The distributed nature of these systems requires a solution for finding interesting peers. In the context of P2P file sharing, finding peers who are downloading
the same file is referred to as the swarm discovery problem. In BitTorrent, this
problem is solved using a central server, called a tracker. This central component
hinders the scalability of BitTorrent.
We have designed a distributed swarm discovery algorithm, called 2-Hop TorrentSmell. It is composed of two parts. The first part builds on top of an existing
keyword search system to find peers who have recently downloaded a certain file.
The second part consists of an algorithm called RePEX, which allows a peer to
stay in touch with swarms it is no longer in by periodically recontacting previously
encountered swarm members. Our RePEX algorithm leverages a widely used BitTorrent extension for swarm discovery called PEX. We have conducted a study to
understand the reliability and usability of PEX to optimize the design of our solution. We have implemented the RePEX part of 2-Hop TorrentSmell as an addition
to the Tribler P2P network.
For the evaluation of our RePEX algorithm, we have tested it on the 10 largest
swarms on a public tracker. In addition, we have deployed the algorithm in a
beta version of Tribler and let it run on swarms the user has downloaded from.
Evaluation results show our algorithm is scalable and effective in popular swarms.
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Preface
This is the report of my MSc thesis project in Computer Science on the subject
of distributed swarm discovery for the Tribler peer-to-peer network. The research
has been performed at the Parallel and Distributed Systems Group of the Faculty
of Electrical Engineering, Mathematics, and Computer Science of Delft University
of Technology in the context of the I-Share research project.
I would like to thank many people who have helped me during this project. First
of all, I would like to thank my supervisor Johan Pouwelse for his overall guidance
and support. My thanks also go to Arno Bakker and Boudewijn Schoon for their
great help with getting familiar with the architecture of Tribler and their feedback
on my proposed implementations. Thanks to Daniel Peebles for his suggestion on
exponentiating adjacency matrices. Thanks to Jip Man Vuong for his feedback on
some of the figures in this thesis. I am grateful to my proofreaders Luite Stegeman
and Gertjan Halkes and their invaluable feedback. Finally, I would like to thank
prof. dr. ir. H. J. Sips for chairing the examination committee and M. M. de Weerdt
for participating in the examination committee.
Raynor Vliegendhart
Delft, The Netherlands
31st May 2010
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Chapter 1

Introduction
Peer-to-peer (P2P) applications are becoming increasingly more popular, and rightly
so (Figure 1.1). The distributed nature of P2P technology allows us to easily and
cost-effectively distribute a wealth of content all over the world. Highly popular
content will be requested and downloaded by interested nodes in a P2P network,
resulting in more available replicas. P2P has come a long way and is now even
used for video applications [27, 33, 43].
Unfortunately, building P2P applications to operate in a fully distributed way
is not easy. The past has shown that designers often choose the easy way out
and sacrifice fully distributed operation by introducing central components in their
systems. These central components prevent a P2P system to become fully selforganising and unboundedly scalable. When a central component becomes overloaded, breaks down or is taken down, the whole system suffers. A prime example
is the legal action against Napster, where it was forced to shut down its centralized
search facility [24].
Removing the need for any central component or server is a key aspect of the 4th
Generation of P2P [39] and is the focus of the Tribler research project. Tribler is a
P2P application based on BitTorrent developed by Delft University of Technology
and Vrije Universiteit Amsterdam [38] and is part of the P2P-Next project funded
by the European Union [29]. The goal of of the P2P-Next project is to build a new
platform for P2P television. In this thesis, we will design an initial version of a fast
and scalable distributed solution for finding peers in a swarm for the Tribler client,
that will eventually replace the central tracker component of the underlying BitTorrent protocol. We will opt for an incremental approach, where we can evaluate the
simple initial solution and detect possible deficiencies early on.
The remainder of this introductory chapter gives background information on
file sharing in BitTorrent. The BitTorrent protocol is described in Section 1.1.
In Section 1.2 we describe the socially enhanced Tribler BitTorrent client and its
relevant features for this thesis. In Section 1.3 we list our contributions, and finally,
in Section 1.4 we outline the remainder of our thesis.
1
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Figure 1.1: Global consumer Internet traffic forecast. Source: Cisco, 2008 [11].

1.1

BitTorrent

BitTorrent is a file sharing P2P protocol created by Bram Cohen in 2001 [12]. Unlike previous P2P systems, BitTorrent peers downloading the same file can benefit
from each other by exchanging pieces of the same file. This is called bartering.
Bartering makes file distribution scalable. More downloaders means more copies
of file pieces are available, and hence, more peers to barter with. Details on bartering can be found in [13].
To download a file through BitTorrent, a peer first needs a torrent file containing
metadata. The metadata consists of the file name, file size, integrity hashes, and the
URL of one or more trackers [13]. A tracker is a central component responsible for
tracking peers in a swarm. A swarm is the total group of downloaders of a certain
file and is identified by a hash derived from the metadata. A peer regularly contacts
the tracker to announce its presence and receive a list of peers for a certain swarm.
It uses this list of peers to find new peers to barter with. An additional way to find
new peers is through the Peer EXchange (PEX) extension, which allows peers to
share lists of swarm members with each other.

1.2

Tribler

Tribler is a BitTorrent client originally based on the open source ABC client [1],
that is enhanced with social features. Tribler adds, amongst others, the notions of
identity, friends and people with similar tastes to BitTorrent. The basic ingredient
for all these social features is memory. Unlike other BitTorrent clients, Tribler uses
a database to carry knowledge from one session to another.
In Tribler, each peer has a secure permanent identifier, or PermID for short [41].
2
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This identifier can be used to create groups of friends and associate users with
similar download tastes. This identity is needed to create a social network, which
can provide additional services, e.g. cooperative downloading [21].
Tribler peers can discover each other and content using the epidemic gossip
protocol called BuddyCast [31]. Periodically, a Tribler peer chooses another peer
to exchange a BuddyCast message with. A BuddyCast message contains a list
of preferences describing the Tribler peer’s 50 latest downloads, a list of Tribler
peers with similar tastes and a list of random Tribler peers. Tribler peers tend
to connect to users with similar download tastes to form a semantic overlay. A
BuddyCast message also contains a list of discovered torrents, which the peer may
have injected itself into the Tribler network or may have heard of from other Tribler
peers.
Information received via BuddyCast messages are stored in a database, called the
MegaCache [30]. This cache serves as the peer’s memory. A recent feature added
to Tribler is the ability to perform a keyword search that not only searches the peer’s
own memory, but also the MegaCaches of neighbouring Tribler peers [40]. This
allows us to find content that we ourselves have not heard of.

1.3

Research question and contributions

The subject of this thesis is designing a fully distributed solution to the swarm discovery problem, i.e. finding peers in a swarm. In this thesis, we make the following
main contributions:
• We study the behaviour of different implementations of the widely used PEX
BitTorrent extension. This extension solves a large part of the problem central to this thesis.
• We present the design of our distributed swarm discovery algorithm called
2-Hop TorrentSmell, relying on existing Tribler features and the widely used
PEX protocol.
• We implement the part of 2-Hop TorrentSmell called RePEX, that is responsible for tracking peers and we evaluate its performance.
These contributions are a first step towards a fast and fully distributed swarm discovery solution. The goal is to eventually replace the central tracker in BitTorrent
altogether.

3
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1.4 Thesis outline
The remainder of this thesis is organized as follows. We describe the swarm discovery problem and the currently deployed solutions and their drawbacks in Chapter 2. In Chapter 3 we study the behaviour of the PEX protocol in order to understand its effectiveness and deficiencies. The knowledge gained from this study
is used in the two following chapters. In Chapter 4 we present the design of our
2-Hop TorrentSmell solution to the swarm discovery problem. We have implemented a part of the 2-Hop TorrentSmell called the RePEX tracking algorithm, which
we evaluate in Chapter 5. Our conclusions and proposed future work is presented
in Chapter 6.

4
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Chapter 2

Problem Definition
This chapter defines the main subject of this thesis: swarm discovery in a scalable
and effective way. Swarm discovery is the problem of finding peers that are downloading the same file, which we describe in Section 2.1. We define the requirements
for a solution in Section 2.2. In Section 2.3 we discuss that none of the currently
deployed solutions meet all the requirements.

2.1

Swarm discovery

In traditional client-server architectures, all content is stored at the server, but in
P2P networks, content is distributed over all peers. Since there is no central location in a P2P network to fetch content, a search mechanism must be in place to find
the peers that have the particular content the user is interested in. The dynamics of
a P2P network can complicate the problem of finding these peers.
In work related to this thesis, Roozenburg defines swarm discovery to be the
problem of finding peers in a specific download swarm [32]. In BitTorrent, a swarm
consists of peers downloading the same content. These peers are interested in
locating each other, to allow them to barter file pieces.
In order to barter with a peer, we need its public IP address and listening port.
Hence, this information about swarm peers needs to be found when solving the
swarm discovery problem. We will refer to a list of these network addresses of
peers in a certain swarm as a peer list.

2.2

Design requirements

A quality solution to the swarm discovery problem should adhere to the requirements listed below. We will use these requirements to review currently deployed
solutions and to guide the design of our solution presented in Chapter 4.
5
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Bootstrapping
Bootstrapping is a special startup phase one performs in order to become selfsustaining. For example, a personal computer boots by loading a special program
from the first sector of a disk. Afterwards, the computer will be able to operate
normally.
In the case of swarm discovery, a peer in the bootstrapping phase searches for a
small number of peers that are in the swarm it wants to join. This search involves
contacting known peers that are not in the swarm, but possibly know who are in it
or know other peers that possibly know this. The initial swarm peers found via this
search can then be used instead for further swarm discovery. If these initial peers
cannot be found, further swarm discovery becomes impossible.
Note that when a centralized solution like a central tracker is used, bootstrapping
is not necessary. The address of the tracker is statically known and thus both initial
and subsequent peers can always be found using the tracker. In a decentralized
setting, however, bootstrapping is always a required and important step.

Scalability
It is desirable that a swarm discovery solution is lightweight and scales well. The
overhead required to solve the swarm discovery problem should be minimal in
order not to hinder the actual downloading of content. This overhead consists of
CPU usage, storage space and bandwidth. The latter resource is the most scarce
and is very valuable in the BitTorrent protocol for bartering purposes. The costs
of running a swarm discovery algorithm should grow slowly with the number of
simultaneous downloads and swarm sizes.

Speed
The speed of the swarm discovery solution should be high, allowing peers to find
others quickly and start downloading right away. This is especially desirable in
applications like P2P video streams [27] where the user wants to watch videos
without much delay. Needless to say, the speed of the solution should scale well as
well.

Security
Security is an important aspect of any distributed solutions. Neglecting security
issues could result in an ineffective, or even worse, exploitable P2P network. One
of the possible attacks on a P2P network is to pollute or poison its indexes, as
described by Liang et al. in [22]. Projecting this type of attack onto the swarm
discovery problem, it basically means that an attacker is spreading false peer lists,
trying to make it harder for other peers to find a valid entry in their lists. To defend
against such attacks, the authors propose a rating system, e.g. to rate the source of
information.
6
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A much more severe issue is exploiting the vast amount of resources available
in a P2P network to perform a Distributed Denial of Service (DDoS) attack. Since
some P2P networks consist of millions of users,1 harnessing all this power would
wreak havoc on the victim. To avoid such attacks, an attacker must be limited in
its ability to spread false information. One possible, but simple solution is having
peers validate information the moment they receive it. It prevents false information
to be propagated, but can itself be exploited to send unsollicited data packets to a
victim [35].

Effectiveness
Peers discovered through a swarm discovery algorithm should be reachable, otherwise the algorithm is not effective. To be effective, a good swarm discovery solution takes connectivity issues and churn into account.
In a perfect system, all peers in a peer list are connectable. In reality, however,
firewalls and NAT routers can reduce the connectivity of a peer. To the outside
world, that peer may not appear to be connectable. Hence, it would be fruitless to
include such a peer in a peer list.
When connectivity issues are not taken into account, any algorithm to find peers
becomes less effective, as the following anecdote illustrates. An early version of
Tribler’s epidemic gossip protocol called BuddyCast did not check whether a peer
was connectable. As a result, nearly 60% of the messages were unreliable, containing peer addresses of which over 80% were either offline or unconnectable [31].
A simple mechanism that was added to a later version allowed a peer to check
its own connectability through a dial back message. Information acquired from
such a test allowed unconnectable peers to inform others not to propagate their IP
addresses, resulting in more reliable BuddyCast messages.
While connectivity issues cause peers not be reachable to begin with, churn
causes peers to no longer appear reachable while they once were. Churn is the
dynamics of peer participation in a P2P network, i.e. the independent arrivals and
departures of peers. It has a great effect on the operation of a P2P network. In
structured networks, churn complicates maintaining the network topology. In P2P
networks in general, it causes information to become outdated: peers said to be
online may actually have left the system in the meantime. In the swarm discovery
problem, this means that it is important to know how old your information is. Peers
in a received peer list may no longer be online and trying to connect to them may
not work.

2.3

Existing solutions

No solution exists which fully meets all the requirements. The currently deployed
solutions are:
1

For example, Azureus’ DHT consists of more than 1 million nodes [18].

7
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• One or multiple central trackers
• Distributed Hash Table (DHT)
• Peer Exchange (PEX)
The first version of the BitTorrent protocol used a single central tracker to solve
the swarm discovery problem. Support for multiple trackers was added later [8].
To decentralize BitTorrent, two distributed solutions based on a Distributed Hash
Table were independently developed [5, 9]. Two different Peer Exchange protocols
were developed to minimize the load on the trackers and the DHT [6, 28]. Both the
two DHTs and the two PEX protocols are incompatible.
We will now describe the three deployed solutions in more detail and discuss
why they do not fulfill all mentioned requirements. For PEX, we will only focus
on the widely supported ut pex implementation [28, 37] developed by the µTorrent
developers [42] in this thesis.

Central trackers
Central trackers have been used since the first version of BitTorrent. The role of a
tracker is to maintain peer lists for swarms. Peers contact a tracker that is known
to track the swarm they are interested in to discover other peers in that swarm, but
also to announce their own presence [13]. Communication with the tracker is done
using HTTP GET requests. When a peer has not announced its own presence for
a while, the tracker removes that peer from the peer list. An example scenario of a
new peer joining a swarm is shown in Figure 2.1.
Central Tracker

1: request

2: peer list reply

Download Swarm

3: connect
New Peer

Peer List
IP
80.91.90.3
130.161.33.1
92.138.3.52
212.238.244.29
251.22.10.13
63.20.75.29
222.124.143.12
68.13.156.12
154.123.1.53
154.123.1.64
…
223.245.99.23
67.12.220.69
94.124.88.87
93.125.155.9
142.22.142.12

PORT
6601
7001
45832
7762
7265
6668
8034
6601
42542
7737
...
14237
4134
12452
6461
36049

Figure 2.1: A new peer joining a swarm using a central tracker.
The peers know which tracker to contact since its address is stored in the torrent
file, which also contains other swarm metadata like the file name and integrity
hashes. As mentioned in the previous section, a centralized solution obviously
does not need a bootstrap step.
8
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However, a centralized solution is not scalable. While the cost of servicing a
single peer list request is low, the bandwidth costs of running a tracker grow linearly with the number of peers. A measurement in [32] shows that a tracker under
a high load can take a few minutes to respond, or may not even respond at all half
the time.
From a security point of view, the central tracker listed in a swarm’s metadata
file is trusted by the peers. They have no reason to believe the tracker will behave
maliciously. The tracker is, however, susceptible to attacks. An attacker can announce its presence for a targeted swarm while not running the BitTorrent protocol
in order to poison the tracker’s peer list. Peers that discover the attacker via the
tracker will waste time and bandwidth trying to connect to the attacker’s address.
For this poison attack to be effective, the attacker must perform many announces
using different source ports and optionally from multiple hosts with different IP addresses. Since peers attempt to contact the attacker, this attack requires sufficient
bandwidth.
Certain trackers that allow a peer to specify a public IP address in an announce
are more susceptible [36]. Attackers can abuse this feature and send announces
with fake IP addresses using a single machine. This variation of the poisoning
attack is cheap as it does not require much downstream bandwidth, unlike the previously described attack. The ability to specify a public IP address also allows
attackers to announce the address of a targeted host that is not in the swarm. If
sufficient peers in the swarm discover this victim’s address, the victim’s host will
be overwhelmed by connection attempts.
Churn is handled by trackers by having peers announce themselves periodically.
Peers that have not announced their presence recently are removed from the peer
list. While it is not listed in the BitTorrent protocol specification [10], peers usually
send an announce every 30 minutes [14]. The default timeout used by the original
BitTorrent tracker implementation is 45 minutes [7]. This means that information
received from a tracker can be up to 45 minutes old.
While not specified in the BitTorrent protocol, there are trackers –e.g. Mainline’s
tracker implementation [7]– that take connectivity issues into account and perform
a check whether an announcing peer is connectible. Such checks increase the load
of the tracker, but have the benefits of having a higher quality peer list and being
less susceptible to poisoning attacks.

Distributed Hash Table
Instead of using a central server to store a swarm’s peer list, the peer list for a
swarm can also be stored in a Distributed Hash Table. Like normal hash tables, a
DHT stores key-value pairs. To avoid confusion, we will use “node” to mean a host
that is part of the DHT and “peer” to mean a BitTorrent client in a swarm. Each
node is responsible for storing the values for the keys that are closest to its own
node identifier. In the BitTorrent DHT, a peer list is stored under the corresponding
swarm’s infohash, i.e. the swarm identifier stored in the swarm’s torrent file.
9
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3: receive peer list(s)

2: request peers

Download Swarm

1: lookup node(s)

0: join DHT

DHT

4: connect
New Peer

Figure 2.2: A new peer joining a swarm using a DHT.

Assuming a peer has already joined the DHT, it can solve the swarm discovery
problem for a certain swarm as follows. First it uses the swarm’s infohash as a key
to look up. The lookup message will be routed through the DHT until it hits one
or multiple nodes responsible for this key. The peer can then query these nodes
for a peer list for the particular swarm it is interested in. Afterwards it will also
announces its own presence to these nodes, such that they can update their peer
lists. If the peer wants to be discoverable via the DHT by other peers, it should
periodically lookup the responsible nodes and announce its presence. An example
scenario of a new peer joining a swarm using the DHT is shown in Figure 2.2.
The hard part in this whole process is to actually join the DHT. For this, a peer
has to bootstrap on an existing node in the DHT. This node can supply the peer
with the required information to build a routing table needed to join the DHT network and operate normally. The way BitTorrent clients find an initial DHT node
varies. The Mainline client only uses the DHT for swarms without a central tracker
and finds the inital nodes’ addresses in a special field of the corresponding torrent
file [9]. Azureus and Mainline-compatible clients use peers encountered in swarms
as initial DHT nodes [14]. As a backup, some clients use a list of hardcoded known
DHT nodes.
An apparent advantage of a DHT is the ability to share the load over many nodes,
making it scalable. It is, however, possible that a node with limited resources
is responsible for a fairly popular key. To mitigate this problem, peer lists are
replicated among the k closest nodes. The value of k is 3 for the Mainline DHT
and 20 for the Azureus DHT. The Azureus DHT also has additional means for
dealing with sudden load increases by migrating stored values for a popular key to
10 alternate locations when needed [14].
Unfortunately, this also illustrates a weakness of the DHT. A DHT node is only
10
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related to a swarm by its own node identifier being close to the swarm’s infohash.
Although possible, it is generally not the case that it is a downloader in that swarm.
Since it has no semantic relation with the swarm, it can only observe its own load
and react to it. Load balancing would be easier if there was a semantic relation, as
it would mean that popular swarms would automatically give rise to more nodes
tracking them.
The rigid structure of DHTs also poses some security issues. Malicious nodes
can join the DHT and respond maliciously. For example, when a malicious node
M receives a lookup message from a normal node A, it can reply that the requested
key is available at a victim’s host V . This is called a redirection attack and can be
used to perform a DDoS attack on a victim. According to the authors of [35], this
technique is not sufficient on its own to make the attack effective. The magnitude
of the DDoS attack can be magnified using two techniques:
1. Attraction: A malicious node can proactively push information about itself
to a large number of nodes. This will force the contacted nodes to include
the malicious node in their routing tables and thereby attracting more traffic
to him.
2. Multifake: While attraction allows more nodes to be redirected to the victim,
better amplification can be achieved by including the victim’s IP address
multiple times through the use of different logical identifiers, e.g. by using
different port numbers.
These amplifications techniques can be used in the BitTorrent DHTs. For example,
Mainline 5.2.2 unconditionally includes the sender of a DHT ping message in its
routing table [7].
To make DHTs more resistant, it is necessary that an attacker’s ability to redirect or infect a large number of nodes is severely limited. A pull-based design is a
possible solution to reduce the effectiveness of the attraction technique. The multifake technique can be rendered less effective by bounding the communication from
a node to a single physical address, but this may give rise to a disconnection attack [35]. It is also hard to prevent redirection attacks. It is important to validate
whether a node C is actually part of the DHT, but doing so through a connection
attempt is vulnerable for DDoSes as we have described. Delaying the membership
validation until we have heard about node C from several other nodes seems like a
good idea, but this is susceptible to Sybil attacks [17]. Luckily, the index poisoning
attack described in [22] is ineffective. The BitTorrent DHTs only allow peers to
announce themselves and thus can only store their own IP under a key.
Since the two deployed DHTs do not do any checking, they also do not check
whether a node is connectable. A study by Crosby and Wallach [14] suggests that
10-15% of BitTorrent users have significant connectivity problems, likely resulting
from firewalls or NATs. They found that certain hosts suffer from one-way connectivity. These hosts were contacting the authors’ host multiple times, yet the authors
were unable to reach them.
11
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(a)

(b)

Figure 2.3: (a) Recursive versus (b) Iterative routing [14].
To cope with churn, the Kademlia DHT algorithm on which the two BitTorrent
DHTs requires nodes to periodically republish keys by design [25]. In the BitTorrent DHTs, this means peers are required to periodically announce that they are
still active in certain swarms if they do not want to be removed from the stored
peer lists.
How messages are routed in a DHT also influences the capabilities to cope with
churn. Messages can be either routed recursively or iteratively. Under a recursive
routing scheme, the queried node is responsible for forwarding the messages to
the next node, while under an iterative scheme the querying node is responsible for
sending and receiving all messages (Figure 2.3a versus 2.3b). In the two BitTorrent
DHTs, which both use iterative routing, 20% of the nodes contacted in a single
lookup are no longer alive in 95% of the lookups. Overall, about 40% of the
encountered nodes are dead. These dead nodes cause an increase in lookup latency
since each dead node incurs timeout overhead. As a result, lookups can take over
1 minute to complete [14]. If the BitTorrent DHTs were to use a recursive routing
scheme, each node along the lookup path would have the opportunity to discover
dead nodes in its routing tables.

Peer Exchange
Peer EXchange (PEX) is a BitTorrent extension designed to speed up swarm discovery. Instead of relying on peers supplied by a central tracker or the DHT, peers
can share their own neighbourhood set with their neighbours, as shown graphically
in Figure 2.4. After a peer has exchanged lists with another peer, it may connect to
the newly discovered peers.
In more detail, PEXing is done as follows. For each PEX-capable link, i.e. a link
for which both endpoints support PEX, a peer maintains a set of peer addresses
it has already sent to the other party. When a peer decides to send a new PEX
message, it sends the difference between its current neighbourhood set and its set
of peers already sent, or a subset hereof if the resulting set is too large. Computed
using these same two sets, the same PEX message also contains a set of previously
sent peers which the peer is no longer connected to since the last PEX message.
12
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Figure 2.4: (a) Peer A and peer B are exchanging peer information. (b) Afterwards,
peer A and peer B can connect to the newly discovered peers. Note: The two
exchanged peer lists do not have to be sent in tandem.
Since PEX was not designed to be used stand-alone, no attention was paid to the
bootstrapping problem. Furthermore, the cost of running PEX is low and grows
only with the size of the peer’s neighbourhood set (which is usually bounded).
Churn is not an issue since the data in a PEX message is fresh. Only when you save
received PEX messages for later use, it will become a problem as data becomes
stale.
Security is not a large problem in PEX. While attackers can push fake peer lists
via PEX, the information will not be propagated by good peers. The only possible
security issue is that fake peer lists can be used for a DDoS attack with the multifake technique. Certain BitTorrent clients, e.g. Tribler [38], only use a small fixed
number of addresses from a PEX message to connect to, mitigating the problem.
Connectivity issues are not necessarily taken into account. BitTorrent clients
could only include neighbouring peers that are known to be connectable in PEX
messages they send, but the protocol does not mandate it.
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Chapter 3

PEX Behaviour Study
We have conducted a study to understand the reliability and usability of PEX messages. Our motivation is that PEX is already a critical and widely used technique
for swarm discovery. We have found that there are significant inefficiencies in the
currently used implementations. In this chapter we will discuss and quantify these
inefficiencies.
Section 3.1 describes the crawler software we have developed and in which BitTorrent swarms we have conducted our experiments. In Section 3.2 we visualize
the crawled swarms in order to find peculiarities in the topologies. Next, we focus
on the diverse PEX implementations and the quality of the received PEX messages
in Section 3.3. In Section 3.4 we discuss churn and the impact on the freshness of
PEX messages.

3.1

Crawl experiment

PEX is not properly specified in any BitTorrent Enhancement Proposal (BEP).1
This gives implementers a lot of freedom and as a result real world behaviour of
PEX varies in how often and quickly PEX messages are sent and how many peer
addresses they contain.
We study these behavioural apects of PEX by contacting peers in BitTorrent
swarms and recording information about the messages received as follows. Our
crawler software connects to a peer in a BitTorrent swarm and waits idly for an
incoming PEX message for at most 2 minutes. When our crawler receives a PEX
message or the time is up, it closes the connection. If a peer does not support PEX
messages we immediately close the connection, since it would be pointless to wait
for any. For each contacted peer, our crawler logs the following information:
• The start and end timestamps of the connection.
• The version of the peer’s client.
• The timestamp of the first PEX message, if received.
1

http://www.bittorrent.org/beps/bep 0000.html
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Figure 3.1: Number of peers found and connected to in the public tracker crawl.
• The peer addresses stored in this PEX message, if any.
Our crawler uses the tracker to find a set of initial peers to contact. Peers discovered through PEX are also contacted by the crawler. For each peer a connection
is attempted at most once.
In addition to crawling through the swarm and recording PEX behaviour, our
crawler continues to check the reachability of each peer it has contacted every 10
minutes until the end of the experiment. The first –as we dub it– “online check”
is performed 5 minutes after the connection has been closed. This information is
also logged and should give use an idea of the churn in a swarm and how quickly
information received via PEX decays.
We have performed two experiments. We crawled three Linux distribution swarms
(Ubuntu, Gentoo and Fedora) in early September 2009 and the ten largest swarms
of a large public tracker in late September 2009. In the first experiment, we let the
crawler run for two hours. It completed the crawl in 12 minutes, i.e. the crawler
found and attempted to connect to all discovered peers in these 12 minutes. Note
that peers that arrived in the swarms after these 12 minutes are not included in the
crawl, since the trackers are only queried once at the start of the experiment and at
most one PEX message is received from each discovered peer. In the remainder of
the experiment the crawler was only checking the reachability of contacted peers.
In the second experiment, the crawler ran for 20 hours and completed the crawl
within 10 hours. However, we noticed that the crawler failed to crawl one of the
ten swarms because none of the reachable initial peers supported PEX.
Figure 3.1 shows the number of peers crawled over time of the latter experiment.
On average, the crawler connected to 1.6 peers per second during the run. It discovered peers at much higher rate, but never managed to connect to them all. Since
time constraints were not an issue, we must conclude that a large fraction of discovered peers was unresponsive. We investigate this matter in the subsequent sections.
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3.2 Visualization of swarms
In this section we use two visualization techniques. We visualize the Gentoo and
Ubuntu swarm as undirected graphs, where a link between two peers means that
they are neighbours according to a PEX message. We have omitted the Fedora
swarm as its graph resembled the graph of the Gentoo swarm. The public tracker
swarms were too large to be visualized as undirected graphs. Instead, we use these
swarms to determine the popularity of different BitTorrent implementations in use
and we visualize the connectivity through adjacency matrices.

Undirected graphs
Tracker
Responsive peer
Unresponsive peer

J
]
J

J

Figure 3.2: Crawl of the Gentoo swarm.
The graph of the Gentoo swarm (Figure 3.2) shows that a significant number of
peers received from the tracker are not responding to a BitTorrent handshake.
These peers may have gone offline, yet have recently announced their presence to
the tracker, or they are behind a NAT. For a few peers, the latter is clearly the case,
e.g. the peer marked by an arrow in the figure. This particular unresponsive peer
was not only known by the tracker, but was also mentioned by three other peers via
PEX. Assuming peers do not lie about who their neighbours are, this indicates the
unresponsive peer is firewalled or behind a NAT. In general, the quality of a tracker
response seemed to be mediocre. In the public tracker swarms, between 30% and
56% of the peers were reachable, with a median of 39%. The Fedora swarm had
17
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the worst tracker response: only 1 out of 44 peers received from the tracker were
reachable.
The quality of the tracker response for the Ubuntu swarm was exceptional, as
48 of the initial 50 peers were responsive. The graph of this swarm is shown in
Figure 3.3. We can see that a large central cluster exists, consisting of a mix of
responsive and unresponsive peers. Remarkable are two smaller seperated groups
of peers left and below this cluster with a high number of unresponsive peers.
The crawl logs tell us that the left cluster (Figure 3.4a) consists of Transmission
BitTorrent clients. They claim to be connected to unresponsive peers that all have
an IP in the 0.x.x.x, 1.x.x.x, or 2.x.x.x range.2 These address ranges were either
private or unallocated at the time of the crawls [3] and are useless for other peers.
This means the PEX implementation of certain Transmission versions is faulty.
The crawl logs indicate that at least versions 1.74 and 1.75b2 seem to be affected.
The bottom cluster (Figure 3.4b) consists of Deluge clients. Contrary to the
unresponsive peers in the Transmission cluster, these unresponsive peers do have
valid public IP addresses and reside in various subnets. So in theory, if these peers
are not firewalled, they should be connectable. Looking at the source code of
Deluge [16], we see that it binds to the libtorrent library [23]. This BitTorrent
implementation only includes peers in PEX messages that are found to be connectable and hence are very unlikely to be firewalled. Even if these peers were firewalled, they should at least be able to connect to other peers in the swarm and
eventually show up in PEX messages sent by non-Deluge peers. Oddly enough,
these peers are only reported in PEX messages sent by these Deluge peers. We can
only conclude that these peers may run a modified version of Deluge.
Whether the faulty PEX implementation of the Transmission clients and the peculiar behaviour of these Deluge clients have a large impact depends on the popularity of these clients. According to the top 10 popular clients shown in Figure 3.5
the impact should be small. Transmission has a small market share and Deluge is
not even in the top 10 (it is ranked #19).
Perhaps more worryingly is the existence of clients that report to support PEX,
yet never seem to send any PEX messages. These clients leech in a sense on other
PEX supporting clients. They can freely use received PEX messages without ever
having to reciprocate. Azureus’ behaviour, however, is caused by a bug. The
code responsible for creating PEX messages is unreachable due to uninitialized
fields [4].

Adjacency matrices
The connectivity in a graph can be visualized by taking the graph’s adjacency matrix and plotting the non-zero elements of that matrix. We will discuss a single
swarm of the public tracker crawl as the other swarms exhibit similar visual features. The adjacency matrix of this swarm is shown in Figure 3.6. The peers are
2

Peers with a 0.x.x.x IP address were not drawn to reduce visual clutter.
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Tracker
Responsive peer
Unresponsive peer

Figure 3.4a

Figure 3.4b

Figure 3.3: Crawl of the Ubuntu swarm. Details in Figure 3.4.
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(a) Transmission cluster

(b) Deluge cluster

Figure 3.4: Unresponsive peers in the Transmission cluster have addresses in private or unallocated IP ranges. The unresponsive peers in the Deluge cluster do not
belong to a particular IP range.
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Figure 3.5: Top 10 BitTorrent clients encountered during the public tracker crawl.
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Figure 3.6: The connectivity matrix of responsive peers in public swarm #10. A
dot at (i, j) means that i and j are claimed to be neighbours.
ranked by connection timestamp, i.e. a peer A has a lower index than peer B when
our crawler connected to peer A before peer B.
We have tried to compare this matrix to connectivity matrices found in other
works [2, 15], but we were unable to do a valid comparison. The peers in other
works are ranked by the time at which they join a swarm. Since in our experiment
we do not know when a peer has joined a swarm, we cannot rearrange the peers in
our adjacency matrix in a similar way. Even if we could rank the peers similarly, a
valid comparison would still be difficult:
• The matrices found in other works are a result from simulations with mostly
homogeneous peers, while our matrix is the result of crawling real world
swarms of heterogeneous peers.
• The matrices found in other works are static snapshots taken at a single point
of time. Our crawl inevitably spans a longer time frame.
• Matrices found in other works are true adjacency matrices, while our matrices are constructed using PEX messages under the assumption that peers
only list other peers that they are actually connected with, but that they do
not list peers they have only heard of. This assumption is valid for major
open source clients, but we will see it does not hold in general.
Still, our matrices display visual patterns that resemble the ones that can be
found in [15], albeit less prominently. The authors of [15] run a simulation with
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Figure 3.7: The connectivity of the first 450 encountered peers in the same public
swarm as in Figure 3.6.
a modified tracker that assigns each peer to a certain clique. This modified tracker creates swarm topologies that consist of many clusters with good inter-cluster
connectivity. These clusters appear in adjacency matrices as tight boxes. Intercluster connectivity appears as dots outside these boxes, indicating two peers from
different clusters are connected.
We can see that our connectivity matrix in Figure 3.6 contains box patterns,
indicating the existence of clusters. The existence of these clusters, but also of
inter-cluster connections, is important for faster swarm discovery as the path length
between any two peers is greatly reduced when there are peers in a cluster with
connections to other clusters. Such peers serve as a gateway to other clusters.
The path length between any two peers in two connected clusters would be at
most 3 hops: the path consists of at most two cluster-gateway peers, and the final
destination.
We can find the number of paths of length k or less between peers i and j by taking the adjacency matrix to the kth power. Figure 3.7 shows the adjacency matrix
A for the first 450 encountered peers in the crawled swarm and the corresponding
A2 matrix. The dense scatter plot of A2 suggests most of these 450 peers are within
a 2 hops distance. However, if we use d(i, j) to denote the distance between peers
i and j, then for this swarm it actually holds that
P (d(i, j) ≤ 2 | i, j ≤ 450) =

91, 891
= 45%,
4502

where 91,891 is the number of nonzero elements in A2 . We computed this metric
for nine of the ten public swarms3 for values of k up to 5 (Table 3.1). Swarms
with more paths of length 3 or shorter, i.e. a higher probability P (d(i, j) ≤ 3),
show the tight-boxes pattern more clearly in their connectivity matrices, with the
notable exception of swarm #3. Instead of clusters, there seem to be two peers
3

The crawler failed to thoroughly crawl Swarm #5 as discussed in Section 3.1.
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n peers
7428
5589
4619
9169
15
5973
5236
4393
5525
6761
54708

P (d(i, j) = 1)
0.52%
0.10%
0.23%
0.16%
0%
0.19%
0.36%
0.21%
0.33%
0.43%

P (d(i, j) ≤ 2)
22%
1.8%
56%
5.0%
0%
6.7%
65%
4.3%
8.8%
17%

P (d(i, j) ≤ 3)
88%
13%
95%
40%
0%
40%
97%
31%
59%
82%

P (d(i, j) ≤ 4)
99.9%
53%
99.9%
87%
0%
92%
99.9%
83%
97%
99%

P (d(i, j) ≤ 5)
99.99998%
89%
99.9998%
99%
0%
99.8%
99.96%
99%
99.96%
99.9%

Table 3.1: The distance d(i, j) between any two peers i and j in the public tracker swarms.
* The crawl failure of Swarm #5 is discussed in Section 3.1.

Swarm#
1
2
3
4
5*
6
7
8
9
10
Total
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which claim they are connected to nearly all other peers. These two peers run an
Opera BitTorrent client and will be discussed in the next section. While not every
swarm shows signs of strong clustering, we do see that in at least 89% of the cases
the path between two random peers consists of at most 5 hops in the swarm graph
constructed by crawling, and hence, the majority of the swarm can be discovered
using few PEX messages.

3.3

Poor quality of PEX messages

During the experiments we found significant differences in the behaviour and the
quality of information in PEX messages. This observation has never been published before. The variation can be attributed to PEX not being properly specified
in any BitTorrent Enhancement Proposal and thus implementers are free to decide
when and how often they send PEX messages, and how many and which peers they
include in these messages. In this section we will use data from our largest crawl,
i.e. the public tracker swarms. In the subsequent probability density figures, we
only include the data of the 4 most widely used, PEX supporting clients to reduce
visual clutter: µTorrent, Mainline, Transmission, and µTorrent Mac.4

Arrival and size
The first significant difference in behaviour is how quickly a BitTorrent client sends
a PEX message after the connection has been established (Figure 3.8). Transmission tends to send its first PEX message almost immediately after the handshake:
75% of the messages arrives within 4.5 seconds. The time it takes for the other
clients to send the first PEX message appears to be more or less uniformly distributed. As a result, 75% of the messages from e.g. µTorrent arrives after 19.5
seconds, with an average arrival time of 35.0 seconds. A possible explanation for
this “uniform distribution” could be that these clients use a global timer to send
periodical PEX messages, and therefore the time it takes to receive the first PEX
message depends on the time at which you connect to them. Since most messages
arrive within a minute (for e.g. Mainline, 95% of the messages), it is likely that this
global timer ticks every minute. The small fraction of the messages that arrives
after more than a minute are possibly delayed by congested uplinks.
There also seem to be two different kinds of behaviour when it comes to the
number of peers listed in a PEX message. Figure 3.9 shows the distribution for
Transmission and µTorrent. The Mac version of µTorrent and Mainline behave
quite similarly to the latter. Transmission appears to enforce a strict upper bound
of 50 peers in a PEX message, with the exception of version 1.11 and older. The
older versions of Transmission constitute less than 0.5% and the largest message
encountered contained 81 peers.
4

Azureus is not included as it does not send PEX messages as discussed in Section 3.2.
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Figure 3.10: Number of peer stored in a PEX message versus the number of bytes
received and sent to communicate with the PEX message’s sender.
The distribution of the PEX size for µTorrent varied much more. Obviously it
uses a higher size limit, if any. With a higher limit, the variation is natural as the
size of a peer’s neighbourhood set becomes a more influencing factor. Unfortunately, it is hard to determine what size limit µTorrent uses. While 95% of the
messages contained at most 177 peers, we did find (albeit a few) larger messages.
Less than half a percent of the messages was larger than 362 peers, with the largest message containing 1332 peers. This largest message was sent by a more
recent version of µTorrent (version 1.9) compared to the older most common version (1.8.3). Small PEX messages fortunately rarely occur. Less than half a percent
contain less than 5 peers. The same holds for Transmission.

Communication cost
We also found that the total amount of network traffic that was generated while
waiting for a PEX message to arrive varied. This communication cost is of interest
when you start a BitTorrent connection for swarm discovery purposes and not for
bartering. Since this communication cost certainly depends on the size of a PEX
message, we plotted the communication cost against the size of the received PEX
message in Figure 3.10. This should give us an overview of traffic generated by
non-PEX messages.
In this figure we have omitted PEX messages received from Opera clients. We
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found that these messages were extremely large compared to other messages received from other implementations. They contained tens of thousands of peers,
with the largest received message listing 91,145 peers costing us 638,708 bytes of
downstream traffic. It is not likely that Opera sends its full neighbourhood set in
its first PEX message, since not many hosts would be capable of maintaining tens
of thousands of TCP/IP connections. Perhaps it sends a list of all the peers it has
seen before. If this is the case, a large portion of the peers are very likely to be
offline. Another explanation is that it may send a list of peers it has heard of and
this would be a serious security flaw. The connectivity matrices of the swarms in
which we encountered Opera clients tell us that the clients claim to be connected
to nearly all other responsive peers.
Omitting Opera, Figure 3.10 shows that it costs us at most 4 KB of data to
receive a PEX message in 95% of the cases. The great variance in the number
of bytes used for communication can be attributed to other BitTorrent messages
being sent by a peer. For example, if a peer is downloading a file quite rapidly, it
may send a lot of HAVE messages, informing others that it has new pieces of the
file. Transmission shows this variance clearly for its messages of size 50. When
we compare Transmission to µTorrent, we find that the latter is generally more
bandwidth efficient. 95% of the PEX messages sent by µTorrent costs us at most 4
KB, while Transmission needs at most 5 KB.

Responsive fraction
In Section 3.2 we already discovered that not all discovered peers were not responsive. Since the tracker was only used initially, most unresponsive peers were
reported in PEX messages. Figure 3.11 shows rather unsatisfying results. On average, between 19.5% and 21.7% of the peers listed in a PEX message is responsive
depending on the client version. At most 48% of the peers listed in 95% of the messages sent by µTorrent and Transmission is reachable. The peak in the probability
distribution gets narrower and moves to the left if we consider how many peers
also report to support PEX. It gets even worse if we also consider whether they
actualy send a PEX message which is important for swarm discovery. On average,
only 14% of the peers in messages sent by µTorrent are useful for discovering more
peers, i.e. they are connectable and would send us a PEX message. For Transmission this percentage is 11%. More shockingly, 18.6% of the PEX messages sent
by Transmission are completely useless: none of the peers are reachable or send a
PEX message within 2 minutes. For µTorrent, this percentage is only 7.2%. The
large difference can be attributed to the existence of Transmission clients with a
buggy PEX implementation discussed in Section 3.2.
Assuming peers do not lie about their neighbourhood set, there are two reasons
a peer may not respond. It either could be firewalled, or it could be congested.
If a peer is congested, it is likely to have many neighbouring peers and likely to
be mentioned often in other PEX messages. Figure 3.12, however, shows that
only 5% of the unresponsive peers are mentioned more than 22 times. This might
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Figure 3.11: Quality of PEX messages.
indicate that most of the peers are firewalled, but keep in mind that our crawler
only collected at most 1 PEX message from each peer, which could have skewed
the distribution. Additionally, peers that are only mentioned a few times may still
be congested if they were active in other swarms we have not crawled. Therefore,
we cannot deduce anything about a peer’s reachability based on the number of
times it is mentioned.
Nevertheless, BitTorrent clients could improve their PEX messages by specifying whether they are connected to the listed peers via an incoming or an outgoing
connection. These peers are often called remote peers and local peers, respectively.
Peers you are connected to via an outgoing connection are more likely to be also
connectable for others than peers you are connected with via an incoming connection. As mentioned before, the libtorrent library [23] chooses to only include local
peers in its PEX messages.

3.4

Remaining uptime of peers

For improved swarm discovery, we need to determine how quickly information received from PEX messages decays. Since our crawler attempted to contact each
peer it saw in a PEX message and regularly checked their reachability, we can compute the decay rate. Note that the crawler also continued to check the reachability
of a peer after an unsuccessful online check. We will, however, only consider the
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Figure 3.12: Distribution of the number of times responsive and unresponsive peers
are mentioned in a PEX message.
successful checks up to that first unsuccessful check. This means we underestimate
the remaining uptime of a peer. For example, it is possible that a peer was online
during 10 checks, but failed the 6th check for some reason. In this case, we would
estimate its uptime to be 5 periods instead of 10. We justify this underestimation:
When you want to join a swarm, you want a swarm peer to be reachable right now,
not several minutes into the future.
Hence, we define the remaining uptime of a peer to be the difference between
the timestamp of the last successful online check not preceded by an unsuccessful
check, and the timestamp of when we closed the connection. If there is no such
successful online check, we define the remaining uptime to be 0. Additionally, we
only consider the uptimes of peers we have connected to in the first half of the
measurement. This provides equal opportunity to observe remaining uptimes less
than τ2 , where τ is the length of the measurement [34].
Figure 3.13 shows the overall remaining uptime. We can see that a quarter of
the peers no longer responds after 25 minutes and that after 105 minutes only half
remains. This means that if we want to know at least n responsive peers 25 minutes
in the future, we should at least now know (1 − 14 )−1 n = 43 n responsive peers.
The shape of the plot suggests an exponential distribution at first sight. Unfortunately, we were unable to find a suitable value for the rate parameter λ. Only
for uptimes larger than 20.000 seconds (5 hours and 33 minutes), the plot seems to
ln 2
follow an exponential distribtution with λ = 8000
, i.e. a median of 8000 seconds
or 133 minutes. However, empirical data shows that the median is actually 105
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ln 2
minutes, and hence, using Exp( 8000
) as a model would be too optimistic. Instead
of finding a suitable distribution, we have outlined the uptime percentages up to
two hours in Table 3.2. This table will be used later in Section 5.4.
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Figure 3.13: Overall remaining uptime of peers in the public tracker crawl. Inset
shows a close-up of the first 2 hours.

Uptime larger than t (min)
0
10
20
30
40
50
60
70
80
90
100
110
120

Fraction of peers
92.7%
85.7%
80.0%
75.0%
70.6%
66.7%
63.1%
59.8%
56.7%
53.8%
51.1%
48.7%
46.4%

Table 3.2: Uptime lookup table for the first 2 hours of Figure 3.13.
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Chapter 4

2-Hop TorrentSmell Design
In this chapter we present our swarm discovery algorithm called 2-Hop TorrentSmell based on our findings from the previous chapter. The algorithm consists of
two parts and an overview of the algorithm is given in Section 4.1. The first part is
the extended keyword search for finding the distributed trackers via Tribler’s overlay network and is described in more detail in Section 4.2. The second and core
part of the algorithm is the actual tracking of swarms via our pull-based RePEX
tracking algorithm and is described in Section 4.3. We discuss which of the design
requirements from Chapter 2 our algorithm meets in Section 4.4.

4.1

Overview

For swarm discovery it is important that you are able to find someone who has
information about the swarm you are interested in, in order to connect to the peers
in that swarm. In the case of central trackers, that someone is statically known. In
the case of the DHT, there is a lookup mechanism to find a node responsible for
maintaining the peer list.
For both the central tracker and the DHT nodes, it is important that they can
track a swarm. This is done by push-based system, where members of the swarm
announce their presence to the tracker or the corresponding DHT node.
Similarly, our 2-Hop TorrentSmell algorithm can be divided into two important
parts. Finding a peer who has information about a swarm is done using an extended
version of Tribler’s fast zero-server keyword search (Section 4.2) and tracking a
swarm is done using our RePEX algorithm (Section 4.3). The key idea in 2-Hop
TorrentSmell is that peers that have recently downloaded a file most likely have
more information about that file. Contacting those peers would be a good idea to
get closer to the swarm and resembles how ants follow a smell gradient.
Luckily, in Tribler this information is already available. Tribler Peers periodically share their preferences, i.e. a list of their latest 50 downloads, using the
BuddyCast protocol [31]. Information received via BuddyCast is stored in a peer’s
MegaCache [30]. With just a few modifications, the existing keyword search [40]
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can be used to find peers who have recently downloaded a file by including them
in the search results. In our 2-Hop TorrentSmell algorithm, Tribler peers who have
downloaded a file will remember who were in the swarm. Since this information will become old, they periodically refresh this information using the RePEX
tracking algorithm.
When the extended keyword search and the RePEX algorithm are in place, we
can join a swarm using 2 hops:
1. Perform a keyword search and select a file to download from the search
results.
2. Hop 1: Contact the peers listed for the swarm of the selected search result.
They should have recently downloaded that file and should be tracking the
swarm. Contacting them should give us a list of swarm peers.
3. Hop 2: Connect to the peers in the received list of swarm peers.
A pictorial overview of the 2-Hop TorrentSmell algorithm is given in Figure 4.1.

4.2

Extending Tribler’s keyword search

The 2-Hop TorrentSmell mechanism of finding tracking peers is integrated with
the existing keyword search. Our rationale is that when a user is searching for
content and selects a file to download, that download should start immediately. It
helps when a list of tracking peers is included with each search result, such that
when a user chooses a file to download, it does not first have to find a tracker. This
reduction of response time is especially needed in applications like video streaming
for improved user experience.
The current version of keyword search in Tribler uses two messages. The query
message is simple and only contains a string of keywords. The query reply message
contains a dictionary mapping infohashes to various metadata, including the torrent
name and classified category [20]. Upon receiving a search query, Tribler peers
currently look for content in their MegaCache that match the keywords and simply
send the results back.
In the extended keyword search for 2-Hop TorrentSmell, the metadata stored in
the dictionary of a query reply message is extended with two fields: “peer type”
and “peers”. Upon receiving a search query, we still look for matching content in
the MegaCache, but now will do the following for each search result:
• If we are not tracking this swarm, find all peers that have downloaded this
file according to our MegaCache. Use this list of peers for the “peers” field
and set the “peer type” field to “RePEX”.
• If we are tracking or are still seeding this swarm, set the “peer type” field to
“Swarm” and the “peers” field to our peer list (set K1 from the algorithm in
Section 4.3).
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(a) Tribler peers track the swarms of their last 50 downloads using RePEX. A peer’s last
50 downloads are gossiped through BuddyCast.

“obama”

“obama”

“obama”

“obama”

(b) A Tribler peer issues a keyword search for “obama” to its neighbouring peers in the
Tribler overlay.

Swarm “Obama 2008.avi”
Swarm peers: Peer5, Peer7, ...

Swarm “Obama 2008.avi”
RePEX peers: Peer1, Peer4, ...

Swarm “Obama 2007.avi”
RePEX peers: Peer13, Peer44, ...

No result

(c) The neighbours reply with peers found in their databases of stored BuddyCast messages and which are known to be tracking swarms that match the keywords. In case a
neighbour is tracking a matched swarm, it will reply with swarm peers instead.

Figure 4.1: Overview of 2-Hop TorrentSmell.
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By having tracking peers reply with swarm peers instead of itself as a tracker peer,
we save an extra roundtrip. This also saves us from having to introduce a new
message for querying tracking peers for a peer list.

4.3

Tracking the swarm using RePEX

As mentioned in Section 4.1, the tracker and peers stay in touch using a push-based
design. Hence, it is the peer who is responsible for regularly informing the tracker
of its presence. As discussed in Chapter 2, the tracker does not know whether
the peer is connectible and whether it is actually a member of the swarm without
performing a check. The same situation applies to the DHT solution.
We instead propose an algorithm, called RePEX, that puts the responsibility on
the tracker to contact the peers. This idea is not new. For example, in [19] so called
entry points are continously exploring the swarm. These entry points, however, are
also member of the swarm themselves. Peers running our RePEX algorithm on the
other hand are not continuously available in the swarm they are tracking.
In our RePEX algorithm, whose name is a contraction of the words ‘reconnect’
and ‘PEX’, a tracking peer maintains a cache of previously encountered swarm
peers that support PEX, for each of its last 50 downloads (the same number of
downloads as is gossiped via BuddyCast), and periodically reconnects to these
peers to check whether they are still reachable. During the check, the tracking peer
waits for a PEX message to build a list of secondary peers. These secondary peers
will be checked in the event one of the primary peers no longer seems reachable.

Algorithm details
For a given swarm, the RePEX algorithm creates and maintains a SwarmCache:
a set K1 of primary peers we know directly, and the sets K2p of secondary peers
we know indirectly through these peers, but are directly known by peer p ∈ K1
(Figure 4.2). These sets are restricted in size by configurable parameters S1 and
S2 :
|K1 | ≤ S1
|K2p | ≤ S2 ,
∀p ∈ K1
We use K to denote the set of both directly and indirectly known peers, i.e.


∪
K = K1 ∪ 
K2p  .
p∈K1

To maintain the sets of peers, we will perform PEX pings. A PEX ping is the act of
connecting to a peer and waiting for the first PEX message to arrive. A PEX ping
is considered to be successful when the peer was connectable and replied with a
PEX message within reasonable time.
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K2p
p

K2q

q

r

K2r
K1

Figure 4.2: A SwarmCache consists of directly known primary peers (K1 ) and
indirectly known secondary peers (K2p for each p ∈ K1 ).
Let A(p) denote the predicate whether peer p seemed to be alive, i.e. whether a
PEX ping to peer p was successful, and let R(p) denote the received PEX reply.
For convenience, we will also use A as a filter on sets, where A(X) denotes:
{x | x ∈ X ∧ A(x)}.
To determine whether we have checked whether a peer is alive, we will use C to
denote the set of peers to which we have sent a PEX ping.
The algorithm then proceeds as follows:
Input:

K1
K2p for each p ∈ K1 .

Output: K1′
′ for each p ∈ K ′
K2p
1
1. Perform a PEX ping on each peer p ∈ K1 .
2. If |A(K1 )| < S1 , try PEX pinging peers q ∈ (K − K1 ) until we have found
(at least) S1 peers that are alive or until we have checked all known peers,
i.e. until the following condition holds:
|A(C)| ≥ S1

∨

C = K.

3. If we have not found enough peers, i.e. C = K and |A(K)| < S1 , use
a bootstrap mechanism, e.g. some form of distributed tracking (e.g. 2-Hop
TorrentSmell itself) or a central tracker, to get a set of peers B. PEX ping
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the newly discovered peers minus the ones we have already pinged (B \ K)
until we have found sufficient peers or have checked all known peers, i.e.
until the following condition holds:
|A(C)| ≥ S1

∨

C =K ∪B

4. Construct a new set K1′ of connectable PEX supporting peers using all peers
known to be alive, preferring peers from K1 . That is, for some chosen set Ĉ,
K1′ = A(K1 ) ∪ Ĉ, where
Ĉ

⊆ A(C \ K1 ),

Ĉ

= min(S1 − |A(K1 )| , |A(C)|).

′ of secondary peers is constructed by choosing a subset
5. Each new set K2p
of peers received during the PEX ping. Formally, for each p ∈ K1′ and for
′ = R̂ , where
some R̂p , K2p
p

4.4

R̂p

⊆ R(p),

R̂p

= min(S2 , |R(p)|).

Requirements discussion

Our proposed swarm discovery solution meets most of the requirements from Section 4.4. It fails to meet the security requirement, but we will discuss how our
algorithm can be made more secure.
Since 2-Hop TorrentSmell algorithm is designed for Tribler, we will ignore the
bootstrapping required to join the Tribler overlay network,1 but note that it is required to be in the Tribler overlay for the keyword search to work. For executing
the RePEX algorithm for the first time, no bootstrapping is needed. Since a Tribler
peer executes this algorithm after it has downloaded a file and left the swarm, it
can use the peers in its neighbourhood set from when it was still in the swarm.
Our algorithm is scalable. Since each Tribler peer will start tracking a swarm
using the RePEX algorithm after it is done downloading, popular swarms will automatically give rise to more distributed trackers over which the load can be distributed. Lookups in our algorithm are also fast. Existing keyword search queries
already have a median response time of 325 milliseconds [40]. We expect that retrieving a peer list for a swarm should take less than a second, depending on the
number of search queries required, but further work is needed to implement and
test the extended keyword search component.
Still, there is room for improvement. Consider the scenario of a new, but popular
swarm. Since it is a new swarm, not many people have completed downloading the
1

Bootstrapping in Tribler is discussed in [30].
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file, and hence, there are not many distributed trackers yet. As a result, the few
trackers can receive many peer list requests. The Tribler peers that are currently
in that new swarm, however, could perfectly well act as distributed trackers as
well. Unfortunately, it is not known by others that these downloading Tribler peers
are in that swarm. Since they are not known, they will not receive any peer list
queries. A possible solution could be to introduce a new gossip message, such that
the downloading Tribler peers can announce that they are downloading a particular
file.
Our algorithm does not take security directly into account. However, if there is a
reputation function that can rank peers on their perceived trustworthiness, then we
can make 2-Hop TorrentSmell more secure by preferring more trustworthy peers
to query. An example of a reputation system is BarterCast, which is based on
bandwidth contribution. BarterCast is used to effectively prevent freeriding behaviour [26].
Unlike current solutions, our algorithm is effective and takes connectivity issues
into account. The pull-based RePEX algorithm only keeps reachable, and hence,
connectable peers in the SwarmCache. Whether churn is effectively dealt with,
depends on how often the SwarmCache is refreshed, but also on the chosen parameters S1 and S2 . We will investigate this in the next chapter.
A pull-based design, in addition to being useful for checking reachability, also
has a deployability advantage. The central tracker and DHT solutions work because there are sufficient BitTorrent clients supporting it and are announcing their
presence. Since RePEX peers are using the widely deployed PEX protocol to track
a swarm, our solution does not require that other BitTorrent clients support 2-Hop
TorrentSmell.
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Chapter 5

Implementation and Evaluation
We have implemented the RePEX algorithm discussed in the previous chapter and
added it to the main development branch of Tribler. An instrumented implementation was deployed with the beta release of Tribler 5.2 in late February 2010. In
Section 5.1 we describe the current implementation and how it fits in the current
architecture of Tribler. We discuss the performance of our RePEX algorithm in
Section 5.2 using the top 10 swarms of a popular BitTorrent tracker and the Ubuntu
swarm. To see how well the algorithm would perform in other swarms, we have
collected measurement data from users who were running Tribler 5.2b. The results
of the deployed algorithm is discussed in Section 5.3. In Section 5.4, we evaluate
the algorithm and consider possible improvements.

5.1

RePEX implementation

The part of the Tribler Core responsible for BitTorrent downloads/uploads can
conceptually be split into two components: Download and BT Engine. A Download is the representation of a single running BitTorrent download/upload and is
responsible for starting and stopping the BT Engine. The BT Engine is responsible
for connecting to peers and tasks like requesting file pieces.

State

Download
RePEX
Scheduler
BT
Engine

RePEXer

Figure 5.1: Simplified overview of the RePEX implementation.
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For the implementation of the RePEX algorithm, we first added the RePEXer
component and wired it to the Download and BT Engine components (Figure 5.1).
When a Download is asked to run the RePEX algorithm, it pauses the BT Engine
and creates and sets up an instance of a RePEXer. The RePEXer then supplies the
BT Engine with instructions –as opposed to the BT Engine running autonomously–
and the BT Engine in return reports back. The SwarmCache is stored in the corresponding Download State.
To run the RePEX algorithm periodically, we have implemented the RePEX
Scheduler component that scans all Downloads for outdated SwarmCaches. When
it finds an old SwarmCache, it instructs the Download to start the RePEX algorithm. After the algorithm has been executed, the scheduler continues scanning for
other outdated SwarmCaches.
Key

(IP,port)

Value
Key
‘last seen’
‘pex’
‘prev’

Value
Timestamp when this peer was last seen alive.
[((IP,port), PEX flags)]; Represents K2p .
Optional flag value, indicating this peer was also in
the previous version of the SwarmCache.

Figure 5.2: The SwarmCache data structure.
In order to determine the freshness of a SwarmCache, we record a last-seen
timestamp for each peer in the SwarmCache data structure (Figure 5.2). The
SwarmCache is a dictionary representing the set K1 from the algorithm. It associates the address of a peer p in K1 with another dictionary containing the last-seen
timestamp and a list of peers representing the set K2p from the algorithm. This list
of peers stored under the ‘pex’ key also contains so called PEX flags. The PEX
flags are stored in a single byte as described in [37], but are not used anywhere in
the current implementation of our algorithm. Future versions can use these flags to
add bias to the selection of peers. Optionally, the SwarmCache may contain a flag
indicating whether a peer in K1 was also in the previous version of the SwarmCache. This flag is currently only used for measurement purposes.
The cost of storing the SwarmCache data structure is as follows. Storing a primary peer costs 6 bytes for the IP address and port, 8 bytes for the timestamp, optionally 1 byte for the ‘prev’ flag, plus the bytes needed to store secondary peers.
Storing a secondary peer costs 6 bytes for the IP address and port and 1 bytes
for the PEX flags. Given parameters S1 and S2 , the upper bound of storage costs
would be S1 (15 + 7S2 ) bytes per SwarmCache.
To refresh a SwarmCache quickly, the implementation checks several peers in
parallel. Currently, the implementation is configured to use a limit of 4 TCP sockets
initially. When one of the peers failed to respond, it is allowed to use 8 TCP sockets
to check secondary peers. As discussed in Chapter 3, a large fraction of these
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peers (received via PEX) are likely unreachable. Using more sockets allows us to
mitigate multiple timeouts accumulating in the algorithm’s runtime.
The current implementation also performs filtering on the PEX messages when
refreshing the SwarmCache. As we have seen in Chapter 3, certain Transmission
clients send PEX messages with private or unallocated IP addresses. These IP
addresses are removed from the PEX messages. The current implementation also
only considers PEX messages that contain at least one IP address after filtering. If
a received PEX message is empty after filtering, the peer that sent the message is
not deemed to be “alive”, since that peer would be useless for discovering other
swarm members.
The initial SwarmCache for a swarm is constructed when we are still bartering.
The existing Download component already keeps track of the current neighbourhood
set. We have slightly modified this data structure and added for each peer in the
neighbourhood set a PEX message counter and a flag indicating whether it is a
local or a remote peer. The PEX message counter is used to tell whether a peer
in the neighbourhood set has sent a PEX message. Note that only local peers are
known to be connectable. Upon leaving the swarm, i.e. when the Download stops,
we select local peers that have sent a PEX message from the neighbourhood set
and store it in the SwarmCache.

5.2

RePEX performance

We conducted a small experiment to analyse the performance of the implementation. In January 2010, over the course of 57 hours and 23 minutes, we ran the
RePEX algorithm on a single client and let it create and maintain a SwarmCache
for the 10 largest swarms on a public tracker and the Ubuntu swarm. We configured
the implementation to store S1 = 4 peers in the SwarmCache, and S2 = 10 peers
received via PEX for each peer in the SwarmCache. SwarmCaches were refreshed
when they became older than 10 minutes.

Refresh costs
Figure 5.3 shows the performance of the RePEX algorithm for one of the swarms.
For this particular swarm we can see in the first plot that each refresh of the SwarmCache cost less than 20 KB (bootstrap costs excluded). This was not the case for
all swarms. We recorded 4 refreshes that required more than 100 KB of network
traffic. These incidental high costs are caused by certain clients sending enormous
PEX messages.
The variation in network traffic is caused by the degradation of the SwarmCache.
The second plot in Figure 5.3 shows the size of the SwarmCache, how many peers
are replaced each refresh, and the number of peers received via PEX divided by the
SwarmCache size. When a peer no longer responds, more connections are made
and more network traffic is generated to find a replacement.
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Figure 5.3: Performance of successive RePEX refreshes every 10 minutes.
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In the third plot of Figure 5.3 we can see how often the RePEX algorithm has to
fall back to a bootstrap mechanism –which is in this case the central tracker– and
how many peers it receives. Since the experiment started with empty SwarmCaches
for each swarm, the first bootstrap is always required. The subsequent tracker calls,
however, are caused when a replacement needs to be found, but none of the peers
received via PEX earlier are responsive. Table 5.1 shows the number of times a
bootstrap was needed for all the swarms. In all instances, the tracker fallback rate
is less than once per hour. Since a tracker call is nothing more than a simple HTTP
GET request [36], these costs are negligible. When a tracker does not support
compact peer lists, it needs about 73 bytes per peer [32]. Since a tracker response
usually contains 50 peer addresses, 4 KB would be a safe upper bound for the costs
of a tracker call.
Swarm
#1
#2
#3
#4
#5
#6
#7
#8
#9
#10
Ubuntu

#Refreshes
266
266
266
266
266
265
265
265
265
266
265

#Bootstraps
13
12
38
50
23
27
24
6
7
22
47

Bootstrap rate (1/h)
0.23
0.21
0.66
0.87
0.40
0.47
0.42
0.10
0.12
0.38
0.82

Table 5.1: The number of refreshes and bootstraps per swarm.
The number of connection attemps, connections made and the amount of generated network traffic are obviously correlated. Figure 5.4 shows that they are
approximately linearly related. Furthermore, 95% of the refreshes require 13 KB
or less. On average, a refresh costs 8.5 KB.

Quality of the SwarmCache
To determine the quality of the SwarmCache, we need to consider the scenario where some Tribler peer queries our SwarmCache via the extended keyword
search. The quality of the SwarmCache is then the fraction of responsive peers. A
query can arrive between any two refreshes, at time ti < t < ti+1 . Let Kti denote
the SwarmCache at time t. We assume that all peers replaced at time ti+1 are not
responsive during the interval. The quality of a SwarmCache Kti then is
Q(Kti ) = 1 −

Kti \ Kti+1
.
|Kti |
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Figure 5.4: Network traffic versus the number of (a) connection attempts and (b)
connections made.
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Note that the interval between two refreshes is not necessarily constant as refreshes
are scheduled sequentially by the scheduler, not concurrently. Therefore, when
computing the distribution of the SwarmCache quality for a specific swarm, we use
the length of the intervals as the weight for each Q. The quartiles of the distribution
of Q for each swarm are shown in Figure 5.5. We can see that at least in 75% of
the time at least half of the cache is responsive for swarms #5, #6 and #8, and at
least 75% of the cache for the other swarms.
The box plot also shows that the quality of the SwarmCache sometimes drops
to 0. This means that if someone would query the cache at these times, he would
not be able to use the contents of this cache to join the swarm. Table 5.2 lists the
number of intervals in which the quality dropped to 0.
Swarm
#3
#4
#5
#6
#10

#Refreshes
266
266
266
265
266

#Intervals where Q = 0
1
1
2
5
1

Table 5.2: The number of intervals in which the quality of the SwarmCache was 0
for popular swarms.

Q = Fraction of peers in SwarmCache still responding

Quartiles
Median
1

0.75

0.5

0.25

0
#1

#2

#3

#4

#5

#6

#7

#8

#9

#10

Figure 5.5: SwarmCache quality for popular swarms.
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Figure 5.6: Probability density of the fraction of failed RePEX refreshes for a
swarm.

5.3

Deployment

We have deployed the current implementation of our RePEX algorithm with the
beta version of Tribler 5.2. The configuration was similar to the setup used in
Section 5.2, except SwarmCaches were refreshed every 20 minutes instead of every
10 minutes.1 Additionally, the implementation recorded performance data to a
log file. From March 9th to March 30th, 2010, we crawled the Tribler overlay
network to retrieve these logs. During this crawl, we have encountered 149 Tribler
PermIDs [41] with the deployed algorithm, but only 34 of them actually performed
the RePEX algorithm on swarms. In total, 200 unique swarms were tracked, of
which two swarms were each tracked by two Tribler peers. Seven of the 34 Tribler
peers tracked 10 or more swarms. For half of the tracked swarms, the SwarmCache
was refreshed at most 9 times.
A first look at the collected performance data shows unexpected results. Many of
the SwarmCache refreshes failed and resulted in an empty SwarmCache. Computing the fraction of failed refreshes for each swarm, i.e. the quotient of the number
of failed refreshes and the total number of refreshes for a swarm, reveals two peaks
in its distribution (Figure 5.6). For a small portion of swarms tracked by the Tribler beta users, the RePEX algorithm manages to find peers for in the SwarmCache
most of the time, but for the majority of the tracked swarms, it seems to fail nearly
1

The SwarmCache refresh rate parameter was not set to 10 minutes for the beta release of 5.2 due
to a forgotten commit.
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constantly.
To investigate this matter, we have picked a swarm with a high failure ratio.
The peer tracking this particular swarm attempted to refresh the SwarmCache 306
times. Of the 306 attempts, 294 failed. For each failed refresh, however, connection attempts to swarm peers were made. In 276 of the failed refreshes, between
1 and 28 BitTorrent connections were actually established, but not a single useful
PEX message was received. For each of the 18 remaining failed attempts, 6 peers
were tried in vain. We can see that this was a rather small swarm. Since no PEX
messages were received, we conjecture that, under the assumption each swarm
peer actually supported PEX, the swarm mainly consisted of seeders. Seeders are
normally not connected to each other, and hence, in a seeders-only swarm, seeders
do not have any neighbours. That means that a PEX message from a seeder in a
seeders-only swarm would be empty, if sent at all. Since our current implementation does not consider empty PEX messages, none of the seeders in a seeders-only
swarm would be included in the SwarmCache.
Our algorithm also performed worse in the wild when it comes to bootstrapping.
For 192 SwarmCaches, a central tracker or the DHT had to be contacted in more
than 90% of the refresh attempts. Part of this is due to seeders-only swarms we just
discussed and part of this is due to the larger refresh interval. However, we also
observed that the time between two refreshes was sometimes much longer than the
configured refresh interval. The much longer intervals were simply caused by users
logging off and restarting Tribler at a later time. One extreme example can be seen
in Figure 5.7 where a user was offline for two days.
Unsurprisingly, in cases where our RePEX algorithm did not constantly fail, we
observed that the larger refresh interval reduced the quality of the SwarmCaches.
Figure 5.8 shows the SwarmCache quality for swarms tracked by a particular Tribler client. We will ignore the swarms with a median quality of 0 as these are
instances with a high fail ratio. We see that the lower quartile even hits 0 for
swarms #4, #5, #13, and #15. For these swarms, there were a significant number
of intervals where the SwarmCache quality was 0 as shown in Table 5.3, with the
exception of swarm #5. For swarm #5, the quality distribution is skewed because
the Tribler peer apparently went offline for 7 hours and 47 minutes between two
refreshes. For swarms #3, #7, and #14, the RePEX algorithm did relatively well.
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Figure 5.7: Performance of RePEX with a refresh interval of 20 minutes.
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Swarms tracked by PermID #40

Q = Fraction of peers in SwarmCache still responding

Quartiles
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Figure 5.8: SwarmCache quality for swarms tracked by PermID #40.

Swarm
#3
#4
#5
#7
#13
#14
#15

#Refreshes
73
28
71
30
27
62
36

#Intervals where Q = 0
8
9
4
2
12
0
18

Table 5.3: The number of intervals in which the quality of the SwarmCache was 0
for swarms tracked by PermID #40.
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5.4 Evaluation
We have seen that 95% of the time the cost of our RePEX algorithm is 13 KB
or less per refresh. For a refresh interval of 10 minutes and the tracking of 50
swarms, the RePEX algorithm costs 65 KB/min or 1.1 KB/s. Compared to running
a Kademlia DHT node, this cost is rather high. Running a Kademlia DHT node
only costs 12.10 KB/min [32]. However, 1.1 KB/s is still within a reasonable range
for today’s broadband connections.
The challenge is to tweak the configuration parameters, such that we can decrease the costs, yet increase the quality of refreshed SwarmCaches, and reduce the
number of times the algorithm relies on a bootstrapping mechanism, i.e. currently,
how many times central tracker is called. Using a simple binomial probability model, we can model the probability that the quality of a SwarmCache becomes 0 as
follows:
P (Q = 0) = (1 − p(t))S1 ,
where p(t) is the probability that a peer is still online after t minutes. We will use
Table 3.2 to estimate p(t). Increasing the refresh interval from 10 minutes to 20
minutes, would increase P (Q = 0) with a factor of
P (Q = 0 | S1 = 4, p(20 min) = 0.800)
= 3.83.
P (Q = 0 | S1 = 4, p(10 min) = 0.857)
If we do not want this probability to grow when increasing the refresh interval to
20 minutes, then we need to store S1 ≥ 7 peers in the SwarmCache instead. This,
however, would also mean we need to make more successful connections each
refresh, which would increase the bandwidth cost. Assuming linear growth, the
gain would be minimal:
100% · (1 −

10min 7peers
·
) = 12.5%.
20min 4peers

If we want to effectively reduce the number of times the algorithm has to rely on
the central tracker, we must know the effect of the chosen parameters. We can
model the chance that the tracker is contacted as follows:
P (bootstrap) = b(S1 , S2 ) =
S1
∑

P (X = i | X ∼ Bin(S1 , p1 )) · P (Y ≤ S1 − i − 1 | Y ∼ Bin(S1 · S2 , p2 )),

i=0

where p1 = p(10min) = 0.857 and p2 = 0.14p1 . This model assumes the SwarmCache contains S1 primary peers and for each primary peer S2 secondary peers.
The tracker is contacted when not enough secondary peers are alive to replace the
non-responding primary peers. The factor 0.14 in p2 represents the useful fraction
of a PEX message.
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Using this model, we can compute the value of b for our previously chosen
values of S1 and S2 :
b(4, 5) = 6.00%
Comparing this with Table 5.1, we notice it underestimates the probability. This
can be attributed to the fact that this model assumes each SwarmCache refresh is
independent. Nevertheless, we can use this model to predict the effects of changing
the parameters S1 and S2 .
Doubling S1 results in a b(2S1 , S2) = 2.62%. These are slightly better odds,
but as previously argued, this will cost more bandwidth. Doubling S2 on the other
hand results in b(S1 , 2S2 ) = 0.71%. This is a much better improvement, but
at the expense of disk storage. Fortunately, disk space is much less scarce than
bandwidth.
A more effective way to reduce the chance of contacting the tracker would be to
improve the chance a secondary peer is reachable and supports PEX. However, it
is hard to improve p2 = 0.14p1 . Improving the factor 0.14 would mean we would
have to improve existing PEX implementations and deploy them. Improving p1
means we would have to incent peers to stay online longer. Instead, we can improve
the algorithm by not relying on old secondary peers in the current SwarmCache,
but by preferring fresh secondary peers we may already know for the refreshed
SwarmCache. Assuming a PEX message contains on average 50 peers, our new
function b′ becomes:
b′ (S1 , S2 ) =

S1
∑
i=0
50i
∑

P (X = i | X ∼ Bin(S1 , p1 ))
P (Z = j | Z ∼ Bin(50i, 0.14))·

j=0

P (Y ≤ S1 − i − j − 1 | Y ∼ Bin(S1 · S2 , p2 )).
The new model predicts this improvement would be quite effective, as the chance
that the algorithm has to bootstrap drops below one percent:
b′ (4, 5) = 0.04%
We have also seen that our RePEX algorithm has some shortcomings. In small
and seeders-only swarms it fails to create an updated SwarmCache. Only considering useful PEX messages, i.e. PEX messages with at least one IP, is backfiring
on us in this situation. We will have to study small and seeders-only swarms in
more detail. We will also have to consider when the RePEX algorithm is allowed
to include peers in a SwarmCache that are reachable, but did not send a non-empty
PEX message.
Another deficiency of our algorithm is that it does not consider the phenomenon of peers going offline for hours or even days. In such circumstances, it is
often pointless trying to check whether the peers in the SwarmCache are still alive.
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Instead, it would be better to immediately use e.g. a distributed tracker found via
2-Hop TorrentSmell and use that to bootstrap the SwarmCache.
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Chapter 6

Conclusions and Future Work
In this chapter, we give a summary of the problem we have solved and state our
conclusions. We then propose future work that can be done to improve our current
solution.

6.1

Summary and Conclusions

Swarm discovery is the problem of finding peers that are downloading the same
file. The current main solution in BitTorrent is to use a central tracker which tracks
all peers in a swarm. The centralized approach of this solution, however, is not
scalable at all. Other currently deployed solutions are the DHT and the PEX extension protocol. The DHT does not provide workable scalability and is known
to be slow, something that is unacceptable for highly demanding applications such
as P2P television. PEX itself was designed to speed up the existing swarm discovery solutions, but was not designed to be used standalone. We have shown that
the current PEX implementations are not efficient. Only a small fraction of peers
discovered through PEX are actually reachable.
In order to solve the swarm discovery problem more effectively, we have designed
2-Hop TorrentSmell on top of Tribler’s keyword search and the PEX protocol. We
have implemented the RePEX algorithm that relies on PEX, which is one of the
two parts of 2-Hop TorrentSmell. From analysis and measurements, we can state
our most important conclusions.
• 2-Hop TorrentSmell is based on a fast infrastructure. By leveraging the existing zero-server keyword search mechanism of Tribler featuring a median
response time of 325 milliseconds, we expect that finding peers for a swarm
would take less than a second.
• 2-Hop TorrentSmell is scalable. Popular download swarms give rise to more
distributed trackers, over which the load can be distributed.
• 2-Hop TorrentSmell is effective. The pull-based design of RePEX checks
the connectability of primary peers in the SwarmCache. In large swarms
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the median fraction of responsive peers in the SwarmCache is at least 0.75,
which is almost twice as high as the median fraction of responsive peers in
a tracker response and more than 3 times the median fraction of responsive
peers in a PEX message.
• 2-Hop TorrentSmell has a deployability advantage. Tracking of swarms is
done by leveraging existing protocol features. This means that members of
the swarm are not required to implement 2-Hop TorrentSmell. Only a few
will suffice as they will track the swarm using the widely deployed PEX
protocol.
• 2-Hop TorrentSmell can be made secure using a reputation system. Such a
system would provide a reputation function that can be used to rank Tribler
peers, so we can send queries to peers we perceive as most trustworthy.
We believe that 2-Hop TorrentSmell is a simple, yet effective solution for tracking
large BitTorrent swarms and can be tweaked and extended to support smaller swarms
as well. By leveraging existing protocols, we can incrementally work our way to a
fully, distributed P2P network, devoid of any central components.

6.2

Future Work

The evaluation of our RePEX implementation showed that the current version of
2-Hop TorrentSmell will only work for large swarms. The shortcomings of our
algorithm and the possible improvements are as follows:
• The current implementation does not work for small and seeders-only swarms.
We need to study the behaviour of BitTorrent clients in these small swarms
if we want to effectively track these swarms. We also have to consider a
more lenient RePEX algorithm that stores peers that are reachable, but did
not send a useful PEX message.
• The current implementation will indiscriminately try to refresh a SwarmCache, regardless of how old it is. Peers that were offline for an extended
period of time should not try to refresh an ancient SwarmCache when they
come back online. Instead, they should bootstrap right away.
• The scalability of our solution can be improved by introducing new Tribler
overlay messages to disseminate information of current downloaders. In the
current solution, only peers that have finished downloading are known to be
tracking. However, there is no reason why a Tribler peer that is currently
downloading a file cannot also serve as a distributed tracker.
• The current implementation only uses secondary peers stored in the SwarmCache for backup. We can greatly reduce the number of times the RePEX
algorithm needs to bootstrap by preferring new secondary peers found during
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a refresh over the older stored secondary peers. The current implementation
does not consult newly found secondary peers at all during a refresh.
Addtionally, we have not fully implemented 2-Hop TorrentSmell yet. We should
implement the missing extended keyword search mechanism and subject it to extensive measurements. Furthermore, research on distributed reputation systems
should be of use to make Tribler’s keyword search more secure.
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Appendix A

RePEX Specifications
This document presents the specifications of the RePEX module for Tribler. In Section A.1 we give an overview of the RePEX source code. In Section A.2, we give an
overview of the original architecture of Tribler’s download engine. In Section A.3,
we describe the integration of the RePEX module and the interaction with the existing components. In Section A.4, we explain the storage of the SwarmCache data
structure and its API. In Section A.5, we list the configuration parameters of the
RePEX module.

A.1

RePEX source code

SVN: http://svn.tribler.org/abc/branches/mainbranch/
Revision: 32289
Tribler/Core/DecentralizedTracking/repex.py The main file of RePEX. This
file contains:
• Configuration parameters (Section A.5).
• RePEXerInterface interface – Defines the public methods that Tribler’s download engine can call.
• RePEXer class – Implements RePEXerInterface. Responsible for running
the RePEX algorithm, i.e. updating the SwarmCache for a Download. For
each Download in RePEX state, an instance is made.
• RePEXerStatusCallback interface – Defines the required methods to observe
RePEXer instances.
• RePEXScheduler class – Implements RePEXerStatusCallback and is a singleton. Responsible for starting Downloads in RePEX state and observes all
RePEXer instances.
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• RePEXLogger class – Implements RePEXerStatusCallback and is a singleton. Logs information about SwarmCache refreshes for measurement purposes.
• RePEXLogDB class – Singleton class. Contains logs on SwarmCache refreshes.
Tribler/Core/Statistics/RepexCrawler.py Crawler used in Section 5.3 to retrieve
logs on SwarmCache refreshes.
Modified files:
Tribler/Core/API.py Documents RePEX additions to the Tribler API.
Tribler/Core/simpledefs.py Introduces DLSTATUS REPEXING as a new Download status.
Tribler/Core/DownloadState.py Modified to handle the new Download status.
Provides a new public API method called get swarmcache().
Tribler/Core/Session.py Downloads can now be created and started with some
initial download status.
Tribler/Core/APIImplementation/DownloadImpl.py Propagates initial download status to SingleDownload. Responsible for loading and storing a SwarmCache
from and to the Download’s persistent state (pstate).
Tribler/Core/APIImplementation/SingleDownload.py Responsible for instantiating and hooking up a RePEXer when started in DLSTATUS REPEXING. Is
now also notified when a Download is restarted.
Tribler/Core/BitTornado/download bt1.py Refactored the startRerequester() method into createRerequester() and startRerequester().
Tribler/Core/BitTornado/SocketHandler.py Contains network traffic counters
for measurement purposes.
Tribler/Core/BitTornado/Encrypter.py Informs a RePEXer instance on events
triggered by a BitTorrent connection.
Tribler/Core/BitTornado/Connecter.py Informs a RePEXer instance on events
triggered by a BitTorrent connection. Counts received PEX messages.
Tribler/Core/BitTornado/DownloaderFeedback.py Exposes the PEX message
counter for each peer in the neighbourhood set.
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Tribler/Core/BitTornado/Choker.py The connection lost() method was made
more robust to work with the RePEX code.
Tribler/Core/BitTornado/MessageID.py Defines message IDs for the crawler
used in Section 5.3 to retrieve logs on SwarmCache refreshes.
Tribler/Core/Overlay/OverlayApps.py Registers the crawler used in Section 5.3
to retrieve logs on SwarmCache refreshes.
Tribler/Main/tribler.py Starts the RePEXScheduler and RePEXLogger.
Tribler/Main/vwxGUI/LibraryItemPanel.py Handles the new Download status.
Tribler/Policies/RateManager.py Handles the new Download status.

A.2

Original architecture of Tribler’s download engine
BitTorrent engine

DownloadState
Session

*
Rerequester

Download
restart()
stop()
setup()
set_state_callback()

SingleDownload

BT1Download

Downloader
Choker
PiecePicker
Encoder
Connecter

Figure A.1: Original architecture.
A simplified version of Tribler’s architecture containing the relevant classes prior to
the addition of the RePEX module is shown in Figure A.1. In Tribler, a download
is represented by an instance of the Download class. All Downloads are managed
by the Session singleton. The state of a Download is represented by an instance
of the DownloadState class. A Download does not own an instance of DownloadState, but it instead creates a new instance everytime its state is queried through the
set state callback() method.
When a Download is created or restarted, an instance of SingleDownload is created, which represents the internal classes of the BitTorrent engine. SingleDownload creates an instance of the BitTorrent engine by instantiating BT1Download
and then calling BT1Download.startRerequester(). This method creates an instance of Rerequester (the only class BT1Download does not instantiate on its own)
and starts it. The Rerequester is responsible for periodically contacting the tracker.
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When it receives a peer list from the tracker, it sends it to the Encoder by calling
Encoder.start connections().
The other classes of the BitTorrent engine are notified when a successful connection has been made, such that e.g. PiecePicker can start sending piece requests. For
more details on the BitTorrent engine, please consult “How BitTornado Works” by
Arno Bakker.1

A.3

Integration of the RePEX module

DownloadState

BitTorrent engine

get_swarmcache()
Session

*
Rerequester

Download
SingleDownload

restart(in initialdlstatus =None)
stop()
setup()
set_state_callback ()

restart(in initialdlstatus )
get_swarmcache()

BT1Download

Downloader
Choker
PiecePicker
Encoder
Connecter

RePEX module

RePEXerInterface
RePEXer

repex_ready(in infohash, in connecter, in encoder, in rerequester)
repex_aborted(in infohash, in dlstatus)
rerequester_peers(in peers)
connection_timeout(in connection)
connection_closed(in connection)
connection_made(in connection, in ext_support)
got_extend_handshake(in connection, in version)
got_ut_pex(in connection, in d)

__init__(in infohash, in swarmcache)
connect(in dns, in id)
bootstrap()
get_swarmcache()
attach_observer()
detach_observer()

RePEXerStatusCallback
repex_abort(in repexer, in dlstatus)
*
repex_done(in repexer, in swarmcache, in shufflecount, in bootstrapcount, in datacost)

RePEXScheduler

RePEXLogger

RePEXLogDB

Figure A.2: Integration of the RePEX module.
Figure A.2 depicts the integration of the RePEX module. In order to run the RePEX algorithm for a particular swarm, the RePEXer class needs to be able to start
connections, get notified on connection events, and be able to bootstrap. For this
it needs an instance of the Encoder, Connecter and Rerequester classes. Single1

http://www.tribler.org/trac/attachment/wiki/
TriblerArchitecture/BitTornado-operation-20050916.pdf?format=raw
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Download provides these instances by calling the RePEXer’s repex ready() method. SingleDownload is also responsible for creating a RePEXer instance when
the Download is started in the RePEX state.
A Download can be started in the RePEX state by calling the restart() method on
a Download in the stopped state with the initialdlstatus argument set to DLSTATUS REPEXING. Since the Download was not running, it creates a new instance
of SingleDownload and passes the initialdlstatus through the download configuration dictionary. Prior to instantiating the BitTorrent engine, SingleDownload
creates an instance of the RePEXer class. It continues with hooking the RePEXer
into the BitTorrent engine by pausing the engine, creating the Rerequester without
starting it, and adding the RePEXer to the Encoder and Connecter (see SingleDownload.hook repexer()). Finally, it informs the RePEXer it is ready to start the
RePEX algorithm by calling repex ready().
Originally Download’s restart() method was a no-op for a running download.
Now that a Download can be in an additional state, this is no longer the case. A
call to Download.restart() is now always delegated to SingleDownload. If the RePEX algorithm is running and initialdlstatus is not set to DLSTATUS REPEXING,
SingleDownload will interpret this command as a request to abort the RePEX algorithm and to continue normally, i.e. seeding the swarm. When requested to stop
RePEXing or when being shutdown, SingleDownload unhooks the RePEXer (see
SingleDownload.unhook repexer()) and informs the RePEXer it has to abort by
calling its repex aborted() method.
Stopped Downloads are periodically scheduled to refresh their SwarmCache.
The RePEXScheduler achieves this by periodically requesting a list of DownloadStates from Session using Session’s set download states callback() method and
scanning for a Download in the stopped state with an outdated SwarmCache. When
it has found a suitable Download, it stops requesting a list of DownloadStates from
the Session and starts the Download in the RePEX state. When a Download is done
RePEXing or is aborted, the scheduler is notified via the RePEXerStatusCallback
interface and continues to periodically request and check a list of DownloadStates.
To receive notifications from all RePEXer instances, the RePEXScheduler registers itself on startup using RePEXer’s attach observer class method. The RePEXScheduler is instantiated and started in ABCApp.startAPI(), which is located
in Tribler’s main script, tribler.py. In the same location, the RePEXLogger gets
started.

A.4

The SwarmCache data structure

The SwarmCache data structure is discussed in Section 5.1 and shown in Figure 5.2.
The SwarmCache is stored in the persistent state (pstate) of a Download. This persistent state is automatically loaded and stored by Tribler’s Session and LaunchManyCore classes.
A Download’s SwarmCache is accessible through its DownloadState. Depen67
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ding on the Download’s status, DownloadState can return one of the following:
• If the Download is running, i.e. downloading or seeding, a sample of the
current neighbourhood is returned. This sample only includes local and PEX
supporting peers.
• If the Download is not running, i.e. its status is stopped, the last stored
SwarmCache in the Download’s pstate is returned. If there is none, an empty
SwarmCache is returned.
A Download will store a SwarmCache to its pstate when it is being stopped. If it
was running the RePEX algorithm, it will query the associated RePEXer instance
(via SingleDownload) for an updated SwarmCache and store the result. Otherwise,
it will query its DownloadState for a possibly updated SwarmCache instead.

A.5

Configuration parameters

The current implementation is configurable by changing the configuration parameters. The parameters themselves are currently module variables, but should
probably be moved to the Session config in the future. Below we describe each
parameter and its current (arbitrarily chosen) value.
REPEX SWARMCACHE SIZE = 4
The preferred size of the SwarmCache. This parameter corresponds with S1
in Section 4.3 of this thesis.
REPEX STORED PEX SIZE = 5
The number of peers to sample from a PEX message. This parameter corresponds with S2 in Section 4.3 of this thesis. The sampling currently takes
place right after receiving and filtering the PEX message.
REPEX PEX MINSIZE = 1
This parameter acts as a filter. If a received PEX message is too small, we
do not consider the PEX ping to be successful. Note that this parameter is
dangerous for small swarms.
REPEX INTERVAL = 20*60
How often a SwarmCache needs to be refreshed in seconds. The algorithm
is executed for a SwarmCache if its age is larger than this parameter’s value.
REPEX MIN INTERVAL = 5*60
The minimum number of seconds between RePEX attempts. In case running the RePEX algorithm fails for a certain swarm and produces an empty
SwarmCache, we do not want to start another attempt immediately. Doing
so might result in starvation.
REPEX PEX MSG MAX PEERS = 200
PEX messages containing more peers than this parameter are truncated.
68
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REPEX LISTEN TIME = 50
The number of seconds within a PEX message must arrive after a successful
BitTorrent connection is made for a PEX ping. If a PEX message did not
arrive in time, the PEX ping is considered not to be successful.
REPEX INITIAL SOCKETS = 4
The maximum number of sockets used initially when executing the RePEX
algorithm.
REPEX MAX SOCKETS = 8
The maximum number of sockets used when executing the RePEX algorithm
after a certain condition has been met: Either a PEX ping failed for a peer in
K1 or all peers in K1 have been checked.
REPEX SCAN INTERVAL = 1*60
How often the RePEX scheduler scans for outdated SwarmCaches in seconds.
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BitTorrent Clients By Total Downloads on Download.com
Number of Downloads
BitTorrent (windows)
23,847,881
BitTorrent (mac)
613,506
Vuze BitTorrent Client (mac)
1,100,204
uTorrent (windows)
26,726,571
BitComet
85,020,210
FrostWire
34,928,689
Vuze BitTorrent Client (windows)
9,763,188
uTorrent (mac)
1,424,380
4,194,887
Torrent Swapper
1,605,074
BitZip
BitLord
2,679,762
FrostWire (mac)
1,699,572
Transmission
355,982
uTorrent Portable
386,297
1,227
Halite BitTorrent Client
Halite BitTorrent Client (64‐bit)
1159
384
Halite BitTorrent Client Portable (64‐bit)
55,009
TrustyFiles Pro
54,674
BitSpirit
45,274
Tixati
21,079
qBittorrent
37,020
BitTyrant
6,632
XBT Client
22,803
Tomato Torrent
19,884
BitTornado
2,255
qBittorrent (Mac)
1,879
qBittorrent Portable
15,124
Sharetastic
14,470
FrostWire Plus for Android
10,206
ShareGhost
8,137
BitLet
7,198
Torenkey
130
CuteTorrent
3,216
FrostWire for Ubunto
2,793
FrostWire for Linux
5,932
Winner Download Manager
3,227
SharingHood
2,692
FrostWire for Fedora
2,169
BitRope Torrents
2,423
KoolWire
4,268
BitRope Sharing
Torrent Captot
4,937
TrafficPrivacy
326
Torrex Lite (Windows)
2,244
Torrent Beata ‐ Torrent App (Android)
3,152
uTorrent ‐ Torrent Downloader (Android)
2,539

Percentage Popularity
12.2461537
0.315042195
0.564967063
13.72439323
43.65882904
17.93627258
5.013506269
0.731435066
2.154121407
0.824223457
1.376087768
0.872749237
0.18280074
0.198367831
0.000630078
0.000595159
0.000197188
0.028247737
0.028075711
0.023248706
0.010824302
0.019010184
0.003405606
0.011709596
0.010210656
0.001157968
0.000964888
0.007766343
0.007430507
0.005240895
0.004178441
0.003696254
6.67565E‐05
0.001651452
0.001434237
0.003046148
0.001657101
0.001382372
0.001113806
0.001244238
0.002191666
0.002535205
0.000167405
0.001152319
0.001618587
0.001303805
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BitHost
PNaCL Transmission
Tribler (Mac)
Tixani (64‐bit)
FeyTorrents
Shareaza
Quantum
Yet Another uTorrent
Ssapphire P2P Rush
BitMaster
BitZilla
GnutellaWire
BitShare
Tixati Portable
Torrentum
BitRope P2P
Hadouken (64‐Bit)
Mediazup
Vuze for Linux
Hadouken
PeerProject (64‐Bit)
PeerProject
Tribler for Ubuntu (64‐bit)
Tribler for Fedora
Tribler for Ubuntu
iTorrent ‐ Torrent Downloader

TOTAL
Percentage that Transmission Comprises:

3,061
33
4,061
3,752
1,328
1,804
612
3,213
425
2,873
1,683
34
24
1974
14
198
707
472
359
140
72
50
69
41
22
38

194,737,724

0.001571858
1.69459E‐05
0.002085369
0.001926694
0.000681943
0.000926374
0.000314269
0.001649911
0.000218242
0.001475318
0.000864239
1.74594E‐05
1.23243E‐05
0.001013671
7.18916E‐06
0.000101675
0.000363052
0.000242377
0.000184351
7.18916E‐05
3.69728E‐05
2.56756E‐05
3.54323E‐05
2.1054E‐05
1.12972E‐05
1.95134E‐05
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